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1124. Do you think it absolutely necessary to copy them ?-That is merely a plan of 2n/l:~~~~."fs55.
my own. '\;Vith free entries now we only take the numbers, but dutiable entries are copied
in full.
1125. What check would that be ?-It would be an advantage in case of the entries •
being lost in the Bay during the day. Enquiries are frequently made by masters of ships
regarding goods, for which they state entries· have been passed and sent down to Williamstown. By having all entries received copied in a book we can see at a glance what have
actually been received. The system also acts as a check upon the landing waiters in Melbourne, who sometimes omit to forward landing orders, and blame the Bay department if
there is any detention in consequence.
.
1126. What number of entries have you down on the average daily?-From 150 to
200.
1127. Has any inconvenience been experienced by the want of those entries being
sent on board the ship oftener than once a day?-Very seldom. If goods for which no
entries have been received are required to be discharged, enquiries are at once made by
telegraph as to their disposal, and if the entries have been passed the goods are allowed to be
put into the lighters.
1128. Are the tide surveyors afloat all day?-Yes; they must have their officers on
boardat eight, and they come on shore at one o.'clock (that the crews may have dinner).
They are off at two, and remain afloat till six or seven, and sometimes eight.
1129. What is your opinion of the propriety of a more frequent despatch of entries on
board of ship ; do you think it would be advisable to have them sent down more frequently ?-They might be sent twice allay-at twelve o'clock and in the afternoon.
1130. Is there any difficulty in that that strikes you ?-Not that I am aware of.
1131. Are you aware of the nature of the Gontract for sending the boxes containing
these entries ?-I am not.
1132. There is £200 put down on the Estimates for the conveyance of despatch boxes;
believe so.
is that for the Williamstown boxes alone
1133. Have you any idea whether the Government are bound by contract to once a day
onlv?-I have not.
•
1134. You say there would be no difficulty with respect to boats if it were increased
to twice a day ; do not you think when there was a press of business even three times a day
can be managed ?-Twice, but not three times a day, can be managed.
1135. Could you not appropriate the service of one boat to that especial service of
taking entries on board.-:No.
.
1136. That would not be an insuperable difficulty?-No; if the entries were here
from one to two o'clock, the boats being then on shore.
1137. Supposing the box were to go down at eleven, and then at three ?-As already
stated, from one to two o'clock would answer better, the boats being then on shore. There is
seldom any detention, because in any important case we telegraph instantly, and get an
answer in a few minutes.
1138. Supposing a merchant to pass an entry at one o'clock in the afternoon, that
would not be received on board till the next morning? -No; but we do not stop free goods
for want of the entry.
1139. How can you prevent a wrong description of packages if you take no entries?The marks, numbers, and description of packages are taken, the same as if entries had been
received, and so notified in the boat note for the landing waiter concerned.
1140. That is not according to law?-No, but this was done to meet an extraordinary
emergency. This is rarely the case now; I am speaking of the past.
1141. When you telegraph what information do you gain when you want an entry.
You cannot get an entry by telegraph ?-No, but we get the particulars of such an entry if
passed.
1142. Then yon do not allow anything to land unless you get a telegraphic
message that the entries are passed ?-Yes; free goods in special cases.
1143. Supposing free goods are sen't up to the landing waiter, and the entries are not
passed then? -The entries would be passed no doubt before the lighter arrived in Melbourne.
The hatches are sealed, and a boat note from the officer on board sent with the master, addressed to the landing waiter, who examines the goods, and prevents their being landed if
entries are not passed.
·
1144 .. Who brings the en tries to the office ?-A messenger from the steamer in
connection with the railway.
1145. They are in· charge of the steamer?-Yes.
1146. And you send the box back again ?-Yes, in the morning.
1147. You say the Bay is divideJ into five districts ?-Just now it is,
1148. Each tide surveyor has a district?-Yes.
CUSTO:MS.-<-m.
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.
1149: How are the districts divided ?-By an imaginary line upon' which the offic~~s
2nt:.I!~~~:fsos. agree themselves. They have got certain land marks by 'which they are partly guided.
1150. If the tide waiters were done away with, you would require probably more tide
~urveyors ?-Yes, and more boats.
·
1151. Do they seal up the hatches of the ships as well as. having the tide waiters on
board during discharging ?---.When practicable, the hatches of vessels from foreign ports
are sealed.
'
.
· i152. Is it the case with any vessels, t_hat you have a tide waiter as well as. 'sealing
up ?-Yes; latterly they have been left on board. .
·
1153. What is your opinion, supposing all hatches were sealed up, and the tide
waiters. were withdrawn from the ships, do you think it wo.uld act badly as regards the
interests of the revenue ?-As to sealing the hatches of all the ships in the port it is almost
impossible.
1154. It is only as to foreign goods?-We do not know whether they have got foreign
goods or not ; they may say they are all free goods, but the landing waiter may find them
quite different.
'
1155. What objection is there to it ?-One great objection is, that many ships in this
port are ·anxious to break out cargo after Jour. o'clock for the following day's discharge ..
Another objection is, that many vessels are so fi~ted with ports and other means of ingress
and egress as to render it useless to attempt to secure them properly.
1156. Then do you place a tide waiter ·on board those ships that you cannot seal
up?--Yes, when there is one to spare.
.
. ·
·
· 1157. How many tide waiters have you on. board of each ship ?-One.
. . 1158. When is he considered to be off duty?-From six P.M. on Saturdays till eight
A.M •. on Mondays.
1159. '\Vhen do you think is the time that smuggling is most likely to take place, on
removing the duti:tble goods from the ship during the night or during the day ?-I should
say it is as likely during the day as during the night, if done at all. I never could detect
it in any way during the night.
.
1160. What watch .is there at all ort board a ship during the night ?-No watch is
kept but that l,ly the tide waiter on board.
.
.
1161. Do tide waitersever sleep ?--Of course they do.
1162. Then the ship is left for six or eight hours without any protection at all ?-No;
there are the Water Police and the tide waiter on board.
1163. If that acts as a preventative to smuggling during the night, would it not act
equally well during the day ; the tide waiter of no benefit in protecting the ships during
the night, then the protection against smuggling is the Water Police ; would they not be
equal check during the day, combined with the tide ~?urveyors ?-'fhe tide surveyors alone
are a sufficient prQtection during the day. I do not believe thttt smuggling is carried on
to
great extent. Sometimes passengers and boatmen are detected carrying small quantities of tobacco and spirits in their l
e and pockets.
·
1164. Would not that be just
tively prevented if tide waiters were done away
with
believe it would; for it is impossible to prevent smuggling altogether if people are
so inclined, unless tide waiters are placed· on the same footing as· in England, and all parties
landing personally searched.
·
·
·•·
1165. To c~y out this s1.,stem of tide waiters efficiently you would require to have
two men to each sh1p at least ?-Ihree at least. · .
. 1166. For each ship ?-Yes.
·
1167. Then the present system of tide waiters is inefficient for the purpose of the
prevention of smuggling ?-I should certainly say it is.
1168. Do you think an increased number of tide surveyors, with probably some mor~
policemen, would be as good a check as at present exists against smuggling?-Yes, I do ; .
but in the event of tide waiters being ·dispensed with, ships might discharge dutiable goods
without entries having been received.
· .
1169. But then you seal up each lighter ?-Yes.
1170. Suppose it. goes into the lighter, and the boat note is sent up by the mate, is
l.t ·looked after just the same now?-Yes, but that boat note is not for the Customs; it is
for the consignee's. A boat note for the landing waiter of the vessel is given by the officer in
charge, and failing 'him by. the tide surveyor of the district.
.
1171. Would not the landing waiter· look carefully after the contents of each
':Jighter?-It is his duty to do so.
· .
.
..
1172. During the rush that was, what was done ?-The hatches of the hghters were
sealed, there not being an officer for one out of si~ ships discharging •.
·
1173. What injury would it be to the revenue if dutiable goods were put into a lighter
without an entry ?-'l'he only ri~k would he no bond having been e~tered into by the importer
for the safe delivery of the goods-in Melbourne. .
.
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1174. What inJ'ury would. the revenue sustain if a bond were given for all the dutiable_· Mr.coatmued,
goods ?-I do not see that any injury could result.
2ud Mureb, 1sos.
117 5. Supposing no bond is given until they arrive at the wharf, still they are put
into a lighter and must come to the wharf?-Then there is no guarantee for the duty being
paid in the case of the goods being stolen or lost.
1176. You have not a tide waiter now for each ship ?-No.
,
1177. Then what is done in these cases ?-The tide surveyors give the best
attention they min to those vessels that have no officer on board.
1178. Then the system is .at present pursued in the Bay of having ships discharging
without an officer on board ?..,......Yes, partially so.
1179. Are any dutiable goods now landed without an entry ?-No.
1180. He goes and takes the entry to the captain or chief mate ?-Yes; but he is
close by the ship, and endeavours to be on board when any dutiable goods are to be discharged. 'When we had the greatest amount of work to do in the last half of 1852, we had
only ten tide waiters. In the beginning of 1853 they were increased to thirteen. They
were further increased at the latter end of 1853 to thirty-five. There were then about 150
ships from distant ports discharging daily.
1181. Was the reason for increasing the number that great irregularities were
committed ?-We could not then get proper officers.
1182. You would have got more if you could in these days ?-Of course. ·
1183. Do you know of any instance just now of any fraud having been committed
in the Customs fFom no tide waiter having been on board any of.the ships ?-No, I never
·
heard of any. I have known cases of pilfering going on alongside in the lighter.
1184. Has that been with a ship where there was no tide waiter ?-Sometimes where
there was a tide waiter on board, and sometimes not. It occurs thus :-During the dinner
hour the lighter's crew are stowing the goods fore and aft, and while doing so· they manage
to open some of the cases, and the parties have been brought before the court on this
charge.
·
·.
1185. Do you proceed against the owners of the lighter in that case?-We proceed
against the captain> but the goods can rarely be identified. ·
1186. What are the hours of the tide waiters on duty ?-The legal hours are from
eight to four in the summer, and from nine to four in the winter months.
1187. How is over time allowed ?-It is allowed by law.
1188. How is it sanctioned, by the tide waiter ?-By the tide inspector, upon the
receipt of a written application from the master or agents, and a deposit in money being
made to meet the over time to be wrought.
1189. And you use your discretion ?-Yes.
1190. By the Act there is a discretionary power given ?-There is ..
1191. But in any case do you refuse it ?-Very seldom.
1192. What is the charge made upon the ship for that ?-Three shillings an hour.
1193. 'l1o the tide waiter?-Yes.
1194. No other pay?-None.
1195. Have you any idea how much it may amount to ?_:_It amounted some time
back to £140 per month, but it is rapidly decreasing.
1196. Was that during last year?-Yes.
1197. Then the tide waiter remains on board till six o'clock ?-He is always on
board, except from six P.M. on Saturday till eight A.M. on Monday.
1198. Is he kept any closer at work during these discharging hours than if the ship
were not discharging; does he keep any note ?-He is kept very hard at work during discharging hours, having to keep an account of all goods as they pass over the side, with the
marks, numbers, and description of each package, and make a boat note which frequently
fills three pages of foolscap paper, besides entering the whole in his red and blue books.
1199. What are the red and blue books ?-Dutiable goods are entered in the red
books, and free in the blue books. The former are sent to town when the ship is discharged,
and the latter retained in the office. This is in accordance with instructions lately issued
for the guidance of the officers in the tide department; being nearly a transcript of rules
'and regulations at one time in force in the port of London, but which are q-g.ite inapplicable
here, and impossible to be carried out; giving a vast deal of unnecessary trouble in the
attempt, without any corresponding benefit.
.
1200. Are you also landing surveyor at Williamstown ?-Yes.
1201. How many landing waiters have you got ?:.__One.
1202. There are two set down in the Estimates ?-The landing ·waiter at the Beach
is included.
1203. Are there many dutiable goods landed at Williamstown ?-Very few. There
·
is a bonded warehouse there.
1204. Is that still in operation ?·-Partly so. There are still goods in the warehouse,
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but
no more are admitted at present, in consequence of the lessee having failed to renew his
.
hcense·.
.
·
1205. Is this landing waiter fully employed there ?-No; he attends constantly on
the wharf to examine all goods landed.
.
.
1206. Are there any blue books or red books ;;tddressed to the landing waiter at
Williamstown ?-No. The landing waiter receives ~ntries for all goods, and when landed
return~ t'hem endorsed to the landing waiter of the ship .in Melbourne, the goods being at the
same time accompanied by a boat note from the tide waiter .qn board.
1207. These entries for free goods are not passed through the Custom House?Of course they are.
.
1208. Do you get an entry for all free goods before they go away ?-Not always.
1209. Sometimes there are goods gone from· the ship for which you never receive an
entry ?-Not often. · It may come the next day; At the time we do not stop for it. Jt. is
done to facilitate business .
1210. Are there two weighers at Williamstown ?-One at Williamstown, and one at
.·
Sandridge.
1211. What has the weigher at Williamstown to do; has he anything to weigh?Ue acts as •yharfinger, and opens packages under the superyision of the landing waiter.
1212. There is a wharfinger on the Estimates ?-There is only one passed for the
Bay altogether, and he is at the old jetty at Sandridge.
1213. During the past year there was a wharfinger at Williamstown, what was his
time taken up with ?-Keeping the wharf in order. I recommended his removal.
· 1214,. Have you still a wharfinger at Williamstown ?-No; he ha;s not been on duty
}his year; he is a tide waiter now.
.· .
1215. Was there any wharfinger dming the past year?-Yes, since April of last year.
1216. To what date ?-'l'o 31st December.
·
1217. Were his duties onerous ?-I should certainly say not.
. ·
1218. Do not you think a landing waiter would be quite sufficient to keep the wharf
clea;r ?-Yes, and I recommended the wharfinger to·be placed as tide waiter on board ship.
~
1219. Did you remove him without consulting the Collector ?-No; I told the
Collector he was more required in the Bay.
.
,
1220. You told him that he could be spared from the wharf?-Yes. There is a
discretionary power given me in these matters to do the best I can with the officers. There
were two on the wharf, and Iput the wharfinger afloat with the Collector's sanction.
1221. What does the wharfinger do at Sandridge
has the general charge of
the wharf.
1222. Do you take any charge of the whai·finger's duties ?-No; not at Sandridge.
1223. But there are two landing waiters, one of whom'is placed at Sandridge?-:T.here are two 'landing waiters: one stationed at Williamstown, and the other at the railway
p1er.
1224. Then one landing waiter is confined solely to the· railway ?-Yes; and the·
wharfinger is at the old jetty, and he acts not only as wharfinger, but he examines goods.
. .
1225. Do not you think that a landing waiter a,nd a weigher could do all the duties
of Sandridge, both at Liardet's pier and at the railway pier ?-No; they could not be in both
places at one time.
· 1226. Do not you think a landing waiter with the assistance of a weigher could act
at both places ?-No; they are separated a, quarter of a mile from each other.
·
1227. Do not you think a, landing waiter with the assistance
a weigher could discharge the duties of the wharf there, and keep the wharf clear ?-.No; there are a great
many goods landed at both places.
. · 1228. A wharfinger is not needed at the railway ?-No.
· . 1229. There is a landing waiter, one weigher, and one wharfinger at Sandridge?'Xes, including both piers.
1230. What nature of goods are allowed to be landed at Sandridge-are dutiable ·
articles landed there ?.-All Free and dnty
goods.
1231. Then the weigher, what does he do?-Wherever there is a landing waiter
,there· is generally a weigher to keep tally, and open packages as directed by the ·lan,ding
:waiter.. . •
.
.
.
1232. Do you think this weigher can be fully employed down there?-~ am of
opinion that he can be fully employed, there being large quantities of goods landed at the
.
.
railway pier.
.
~.
_ 12&3. Do you think that a lantling waiter and weigher could not act the part of
wharfinger there ?-Yes, at the railway pier, bUt the wharfinger is at present stationed on
.the old j~tty. .
.
.
1234. Is it the case in Melbourne that landing waiters are confined to so many feet
,.of the. whflJ'f?-No, I am not ~ware that they are.
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1235. Is it the case anY-where that the landing waiter is so confined ?-No·
~
'
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attends wherever a.vessel may be discharging.
1236. Has not the landing waiter at Sandridge control over Liardet's wharf?He has.
1237. Supposing goods were over time, could he not give notice to the parties to
take them away ?-He could.
1238. Is it necessary, then, to have a wharfinger there for that duty?-! think it is
necessary to have some one there. You may call him what you like.
1239. There is a weigher-is it necessary to have a wharfinger also on the wharf;
do not you think a landing waiter would be able to give the necessary ttotice to the parties
for over time goods ?-I think not.
. · 1240. How do you succeed without a wharfinger at Williamstown ?-At Williamstown
the landing waiter and the weigher can attend to the duties of wharfinget:,
1241. So you have at Sandridge ?-But there are two piers there, about a quarter of
a mile separate.
1242. You think the going between the two places takes up so much of their time ;.
·the distance being so great-a quarter of a mile-that they cannot devote their time to the
removal of goods ?-Yes.
.
1243. You have five tide surveyors, one at £500 per year, and the others at.£350 ?yes ; but the senior tide surveyor has not yet been nominated.
1244. Are you aware that that vote has passed the Council ?-Yes.
1245. Do you know why that increase is made in the salary of one of the tide
surveyors ?-The senior tide surveyor has hitherto received a higher rate of salary than the
others, having more responsible duties to. perform.
1246. Has he been long in the service ?-About four years.
1247. What are those gentlemen's hours ?-From half-past seven A.M. until about
seven P.M., and sometimes eight o'clock.
.
1248. Do the tide surveyors receive any pay for over time ?-No. They did in Mr.
Cassell's time receive pay for all the ships which were discharging without officers; they remained to seal the hatches, and it was divided equally amongst them all, but this practice
has been discontinued.
.
1249. How long since?-Since August oflast year.
1250. You have extra tide waiters occasionally; does that ·happen frequently?Yes; for the last two months.
1251. The shipping has been falling off this year; how is it that you need extra tide
waiters now ?-The shipping in the Bay has not decreased in the same ratio with the
reduction effected in the regular staff of tide waiters. No more, I believe, are to be employed.
1252. How many haye you employed ?-Twenty-four; but there are generally thre'e
or four acting as clerks in the indoor department.
1253. For whom ?-For the Collector, in Melbourne.
1254. Were they part of the twenty-four?-Yes.
1255. There is an item put down here for extra tide waiters ; you do not mean that
they have been in Melbourne ?-No; I mean part of the regular staff.
1256. There is a larger item in the Estimates for stores for the Customs department,
£2380; can you give any account of that ?-No, I cannot; the stores and boats are now at
the disposal of the Harbor Master.
·
.
1257. Is any arrangement made by the Custom Hous~ to pay the Harbor Master for
repairing these boats ?-I do not know.
.
1258. How long ago is it since that order took effect ?-About a· fortnight ago.
1259. Do you know of any arrangement having been made with the Customs that
they are to pay any part of the expense of the Harbor department ?-I am not aware what
arrangement has been made ; I always understood that the stores required for the Customs
department in the Bay were to be estimated for in the usunl way, but that the Customs were
not to have charge of them.
1260. You made an arrangement at one time for carrying these despatch boxes?Yes.
1261. How often were they carried up that time ?-Once a day.
1262. By what conveyance ?-By a whale boat.
1263. What did you pay for that per annum ?-From £35 to £100 per annum.
1264. How longis it since it was £100?-About eighteen months ago.
1265. Up to the end of last year?-Yes.
1266. When did this £100 contract cease ?-In November last. Since that time the
box has been forwarded by railway and steamer.
1267: The over time monel in lour department is paid through an officer of the
Customs to the tide waiters ?-It 1s pai by myself.
1268. It is recorded in your office ?-Yes.
CusTO}fS.-n.
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1269. You send it·up weekly, and the officers are·paid monthly?-Yes.
·1270• .Has that been the custom all along ?-No; formerly the. m..:mey was paid to.

·the parties without being sent. to Melbourne;
·
1271. When did you adopt the prese'ht system ?-A few months ago.
,
1272. Why did you change it ?-By direction of the Collector.
.
·
1273. Had you instructions to do that from the Collector?-Yes. I do not do anything of that sort without instructions.
. ·
1274. Do you remit that money to the jerquer?-It is remitted by cheque enclosed
in an official letter to the Collector.
·
·
1275. How many letters pass between you and the Collector in the course of a week?I suppose on the average two or three daily, exclusive of official reports and memoranda..
·
. 1276. What do they relate to ?-To various matters connected with the department.
· 1277. Have you not great facility of communicating by .telegraph, so as to save
.
writing ?-Yes.
1278. How many messages a day do you send on the average ?-About six.
.
l279. What. are the letters about ?-For instance, requiring to know if such a
lighter is licensed, or such a vessel sailed, &c.
.
·
1280. Would it not be better to telegraph that down, it would not take so m.uch time.
as a letter?-Perhaps it might.
.
· .
1281. What are the letters generally about ?-With an immense establishment many
things occur. For instance, last night I had a letter about some of the officers.misbehaving
at Sandridge, and I am asked to investigate it. A boatman may complain to the Collector
that a certain officer has done something wrong, and then the Collector wri~es to me to report
upon that, and so on; there may be fifty things of that sort.
,
1282. Can you condescend to a few of the fifty things; it will save the Board a great·
deal of trouble if-you will specify a few of them in a general way ?-I had a letter a few: days
ago to send a boat to the Collector of Customs at Geelong; I supply the outports with boats.I had a letter two or three days ago to hand over stores to the Harbor Master, and I had to
do that and answer the letter. A great many letters are received connected with changes
and removals amongst the officers. I must say that the Collector seems to be rather fond of
. writing letters.
.
' ·.
.
.
1283. Can you suggest any improvement on the present system as regards Williamstown, with respect to the tide waiters, with a view to carry out any reduction in the expenditure; tl~e Board are anxious to get information ?-The department at Williamstown is
rather b.urdened with theoretical rules and regulations, so that a large staff is required. in attempting to carry them into effect. I believe a considerable reduction could now be made if
matters were allowed to be conducted qn the old system.
.
.
1284. Was the system as effective ?-I should certainly say much more so. There
were no rules and regulations then except what were absolutely necessary, and my own experience confirms me in the opinion that_ the more simply Custom.s duties are carried on the
more. efficiently and economically such are performed.

.
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PRESENT :-Mr; Henty, in the Ohair; Mr. Bradshaw, Mr. D' Arch, Mr. McCulloch.
' .
Mr.l1:obert McKay further examined.
·
1285 .. During the time you have been in the Bay has there been any change in the
met4od of conducting the business ?-There has; there were no tide waiters when I took
charge in the Bay.
.
,
1286. Do you consider the present plan an im vement upon the· old system ·when
t'4ere were no tide waiters ?-I ~o not; unless the
was greatly increased.
..
· · 1287. Can you give any reason for that ?-If a strict watch is to be kept by tide
waiters during the night, two officers would be required for each ship, the one to relieve the
other,·and the servic.e.s of those officers would be lost for the following day, while the tide
~urveyors would be engaged during a great part of the night in fl!rnishing the necessary
reliefs, and ascertaining that a strict watch was- kept.
· .
1288. Would there be any injurious effect to the merchant from abolishing the
system ?-None whateve.r.
. · .
.
·
. ·
1289. ·Do you thmk that the hatches on board the hghters could be sealeq by havmg
!ill incr~ased number of tide surveyors ?-I do. · · . ·
.
· 1290. There would. be no difficultJif the tide surveyor were not on the spot, if a signa~
w,ere.ho~sted that a tide surveyor were requireQ. ?_:_There would be no ?ifficulty..
.
· · " 1291; Are you to be understood to say ..that in all cas~s the ships' hatches are.sealed
up ?-Not in all cases; the lighters are. ·
·
·
'

'
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1292. If you withdraw tide waiters from the ships, 'vould it not be desirable to seal Mt·. R. McKay,
up the hatches ?-:-I am certain that such a practice would not be tolerated by ship-masters; ~th '"':.:!~":"i~~.
besides it would be useless as regards vessels with ports and without bulkheads.·.
1293. Do you think there would be any probability of smuggling if the hatches were
not sealed and the tide waiters were withdrawn ?-I do not. I am aware that it has been
supposed that smuggling on a large scale has been carried on during the last two or three
years, from the fact of spirits having been found concealed on the south shores of the Bay,
and which have evidently formed part of the cargoes of four or five ships wrecked at the
Heads having large quantities of spirits on board.
1294. What steps could be taken to secure that ?-By the establishment of_a Coast
Guard; but it is to be hoped that such accidents will be of rare occurrence.
1295. How is the W::?JVern employed now ?-The Wyvern is now employed in the
Harbor Master's department.
1296. What is the penalty for landing anything without an entry ?-Forfeiture.
1297. In England goods are not allowed to be discharged until there is an entry
passed and given to the ship; could not that be done the same with ships here ?-That,
strictly speaking, is the law.
1298. Would not that be sufficient ?-Yes, if it could be carried out.
1299. Is there any rule about how long a time is allowed by which time the entries
are to be passed for free goods ?-Four days .
. 1300.. Do not you think it is desirable that it should be made compulsory that the
entries should be passed within forty-eight hours ?-I certainly do. Nothing could be of
greater benefit to the service.
'
,
1301. Have you anything else to suggest to the Board ?-I am of opinion that the
rate of over time at present charged in the .Bay should be altered-say from 3s. to 5s. per
hour. The present rate was fixed in 1850 (the rule being 1s. per hour for each . .£100 of
salary), 2s. to the tide surveyor, and 1s. to the tide .waiter. In Melbourne the charge is
3s. per hour for the weigher, 6s. for the landing waiter, and when dutiable goods are landing, lOs. for the landing surveyor, making in all 19s. per hour. In the event of the tide
waiters being done away with, I would apportion the 5s. as follows, viz., 6d. per hour for
the tide inspector and landing surveyor ; 2s. for the tide surveyors, and 2s. 6d. for the boats'
crews. From the total five per cent. to be deducted to remunerate the clerk for the extra
trouble he incurs in keeping and preparing the over time accounts. ,
1302. What would be the consequence if over time were abolished altogether ?-It
was abolished in the latter end of 1852, but at the urgent request of the merchants the
syst!'lm was re-introduced in about a month afterwards. The withdrawal of the privilege
would greatly retard the discharge of cargoes. ~.Phis is not a tax imposed, but a favor conferred.
1303. If it were necessary to have longer hours of working, would it not be better to
make those hours regular; instead of stopping at four, would it not be better to extend the
hours to five or six ?-I consider the present hours of duty sufficiently extensive.
1304. In the event of over time being· granted, what is the nature of your duties
during that time ?-The general supervision of the whole department.
1305. How late do they work over time ?-Until six P.M., and sometimes later.
1306. In the event of their working over time, do you go occasionally to see if they
·
are attending ?-I do.
1307. You make it a point to go occasionally, and see that they are atten<llng to
their duties ?-Yes.
1308. Then the granting of over time does not increase your own individual
labors?-Yes; it increases my labors afloat, and having my office duties to attendto when
I return on shore.
1309. Supposing the officers were knocking off at four o'clock, you could then pro.~
bably shut your ·office at six·?-I could not, as the despatch box is not received until nearly
that hour.
;
1310. Do they report themselves at your office when they leave work ?-Yes; the
tide surveyors do, and sign the appearance sheets.
1311. Those that work over time ?-The tide waiters working over time remain on
board.·
1312. Have you ever heard any amount the tide waiters have received ?-I should
say upon an average .£5 per month.
1313. What was the share it was proposed to give you ?-The rule is 1s. per
,
hour for every £100 of salary. That is tl1e home rule.
.
1314. Do you keep an account of over time?-Yes; there is a detailed account kept
of the daily amount received on aceo)lnt of each officer. The sum received is transmitted to
the Collector weekly, and detailed abstracts in duplicate monthly.
.
1315. Is this over time account audited br examined in any way by the Customs
here?-Yes; itis audited by the jerquer..
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' f3.16. You h.ave some large book or account in which there is a rec.ord of each man,
and whatis due to hiiD?-Yes.
..
•·
1317: The men sign an acknowledgment to you for the receipt of this money ?-Yes.
1318. When is it paid, weekly or monthly ?-Monthly.
. ;-319. Could that payment be made in your office without sending it up to Melbourne .-Yes.
. .
1320•. No injury would be doneto the public service or to any private individual?No; the amount is put to the credit of the over time account at th~ bank.
.
1321. Is it in your personal name, or is it in the name of the inspector and landing
.surveyor'·for the time being ?-It is put to the credit of the Customs' over time account.
, 1322. You do not operate upon that account for private purposes at all ?-No; I
could not if so inclined.
1323. Will the bank honor a draft from you without your official title being added to
the name ii1 the cheque ?-I always put the official title to official cheques.
·
1324. After making a deposit. in this shape to .your account, supposing you were to
die, could the Customs claim the money ?-Certainly, the account not being in my name.
1325. That account is entirely official?-Yes.
1326. What is your opinion of the number of tide 13urveyors that will. be requisite
provided the tide waiters were done away with ?-About six; but this altogether depends
upon the number of ships discharging in the Bay.
·
1327. There is a superintendent of boats set down in the Estimates, is he altogether
employed about your department ?-He is.
·
.
1328. You have said that the boats are under the management of the' harbor department?-Yes; but that arrangement has. scarcely come into operation yet. I fear it will.
prove a very inconvenient and expensiye arrangement for the department.
1329. You have said there is one landing waiter and weigher at Williamstown ?-Yes.
1330. The wharfinger is done away with ?-Yes.
1331. Is the wharfinger at Sandridge done away with ?-No, he is· still stationed. at
Sandridge.
1332. You take charge of looking !l.fter the landing waiter also at Sandridge ?-No;
he is under the landing surveyors in Melbourne, but I have charge of the tide surveyor and
his officers, who reside near Sandridge, in a house belonging to the Government.
1333. Do they provide them with house accommodation there ?-Yes, but they have
to pay rent.
•
.
1334. Have you a house allowed you by the Government?-I have, ,and the occupying
of. that house has been a dear bargain to. me, having deprived me of the house rent allowed
to other officers since July,·1853. I am on duty day and night. I must be on the spot.
1335. This house that you refer to at Sandridge was bought last year ?-Yes.
1336. Is there any advantage to be gained by the officers residing in that house?~
No; I should certainly say not.
·
1337. Do you think it is any check upon smuggling ?-,-None, the tide waiters being
on board ship from half-past seven A. IlL on Monday morning until six P.M. on Saturday.
. 1338. Was there formerly a watch on shore at night ?-There was for a few months
a tide waiter stationed on the Williamstow:n pier; and another at Sandridge.
1339. Did it not do any good ?-It could not be of any good, one person guarding a
·
· ·
coast.of so many miles in extent.
· 1340. Y:ou do not think it serves any good purpose to have the officers living in a
house belonging to the Governinent?__:No; quite the contrary. ,I consider it a bad plan to
huddle officers together.
1341. Do you say they ;have to pay £25 rent to the Government ?-Yes; the tide
waiters pay £25, and the ti(l.e surveyor £50 eac_h' per annum. .
..
1342. Have you any further observations to offer to the Board ?-Not that I ~ni
.aware of.
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PRESENT :-Mr. Henty in the Chair; Mr. Bradshaw, Mr. McCulloch, Mr:D' Arch.
John Guthrie, Esq.,.examined.
, 1343. You are Collector of Customs at Geelong ?-:-Yes.
• :1.344.' How long have you been in the Customs' service ?-About seventeen years,
including my term of probation in the service in Engla~d and at Hobart Town.
1345. How long is it since you left Mell:iourne ?-I left in August, 18l:i,3.
1346. What appointment did you hold then ?-I was acting collector; .
134·7. Previously to that were you landing surveyor ?~Yes.
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1348. How long of your seventeen years have you been at the port of Melbourne?- J. Guth~·ie, Esq.
I was from November, 1848, until I left for Geelong in 1853.
ath·~~:;~~:·~s55.
1349. Where were you stationed before that ?-Launceston, Van Diemen's Land.
1350. During the time you held the appointment of landing surveyor here, was it
part of your duty to call over the Collector's cash book ?-I checked his cash book every day
and checked his balance book twice a week.
1351. Is that practice kept up at Geelong now ?-Yes, by the landing surveyor there.
1352. It is the practice of the landing surveyor at Geelong to check the Collector's
cash book ?-Yes.
1353. Was there any comptroller of accounts here when you were landing surveyor ?--No; as landing surveyor, I acted as comptroller of all accounts, all receipts and
repayments of every sort.
· .
1354. What assistance had you to do that ?-I had no assistance at all for some
time; I afterwards got a clerk; I had one clerk at the 'time I left.
1355. Did you consider the work too heavy for you to get through with the assistance of one clerk ?-It was so at last, as a goocl deal of what was the Collector's duty was
performed by me in consequence of that officer's time being occupied by his Executive
Council duties.
1356. But with two· clerks could it have been managed ?-Perfectly well I think.
1357. Do you see any advantage in having that office separated from the landing
surveyor ?-It is not in accordance with the instructions and practice of the Board of
Customs. I think it is most objectionable to place an inferior officer in the position of check
officer to the Collector's accounts and proceedings.
1358. You consider the bnding surveyor the second officer ?-Yes; and he necessarily holds a comparatively independent position. His instructions award him the entire
control of the waterside officers, and free access to every document in the Custom House.
1359. Were there any other landing surveyors but yourself at that time ?-No.
1360. Have you any idea whether the trade of the port was as great then· as now ?I think it was very nearly.
1361. How many landing waiters were there at that time ?-I think, to the best of
my recollection, there were about eight or nine.
. 1362. Did you consider that too few ?-Yes it was.
· 1363. How many might have been ample to have done the work properly ?-Ten or
eleven would have been amply sufficient to have done the work of the port.
1364. Were any of those landing waiters employed solely as gaugers ?-After
teaching all the landing waiters to gauge I generally picked out ihe most quick and proficient for the duty of gauging.
1365. Do you think it an advantage to set aside so many landing waiters as
gaugers ?-This would depend upon circumstances, and might safely be left to the landing
surveyors to determine.
1366. Although you adopted the practice of making all the landing waiters gaugers,
yet you picked out a few from them of the most competent to perform the work ?-Yes.
1367. You thought it desirable that they should all know something of gauging?Of course; it is one of the most important duties a landing waiter has to perform.
1368. You were in the habit of visiting the wharf frequently 2-Yes, every day;
frequently twice a day, and the warehouses also.
1369. In going along the wharf did you put any initialling in any landing waiter's
books ?-No; I initialled the appearance sheet.
1370. You signed the appearance sheet both times you went ?-I think I did initial
the appearance sheet on both occasions.
1371. Was there any export officer then ?-Yes, there was a gentleman that performed the duties of export officer; but he did not do that duty alone; it was not sufficient to
occupy his whole time.
1372. By export officer you mean a person to do the duty of searcher outwards?-

Yes.
1373. Was he one of the landing waiters ?-Yes.
1374. Was that an advantage ?-Yes, I considered it was for various reasons.
1375. Do you know whether that office is abolished ?-I am not aware.
1376. You consider it is an advantage to have such an officer?-Yes, I thought so.
1377. Was it the practice here to w.ork over time in 1853 ?-Not much, except in
cases of urgency; at ·the passing of the Customs Regulation Act, a clause was introduced,
chiefly at the instigation of owners of lighters, authorising the Collector to grant permission
to masters of vessels to work over time ; it was subsequently objected on the part of the
merchants that by this arrangement they got their goods at all hours in the evening; and
upon consulting with Mr. Cassell we thought it better to put a stop to it, except in cases of
necessity, and we did so.
CusTo.11s.-o.
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1378. Was it ·ever granted to work over time without the consent of the Collector?...,.6thc~;;;~h."'f8s.~. Never, except with th~ sanction of the Collector, or, in the absence of that officer, the chief
clerk, in writing.
· 1379. What was the mode in which application was made to work over time ?-The
Act says it shall be by permission .from the Collector in writing.
1380. But how was it done; was the practice ever followed ?-In the absence of the
Collector the chief clerk granted the permission, and forwarded it to me ; I kept an account
of the over time, and distributed the over time amounts to the officers employed·; but it was
very trifling.
.
1381. On the whole you considered it best; except in very urgent cases, not to grant
it?-:I think it extremely objectionable, except in cases of great necessity, or in the case of
mail vessels. The practice I adopt in Geelong in regard to over time is this : if the master
of a vessel wants to discharge beyond the usual hours, I get him to produce to me a letter
from the consignees of the goods to say that t.hey are willing to .receive them at a late hour,
.
and in that case I grant over time.
1382. Do you know anything of the indoor department here, the long room and the
Collector's room, and how many clerks he had at the time you left ?-I think there were
.
.
about twelve clerks.
1383. Did that include the whole of the indpor department ?-I think so.
1384. How many of those were employed in the correspondence department
There was one corresponding clerk, but his whole time was not occupied with this dutY,.
1385. One in the whole Custom House ?-Yes.
1386. You mean one who copied the. letter!> into the letter book ?-Yes, and made
the fair copy of the letters.
.
1387. Who was chief clerk at that.time ?-Mr. Mullaly.
1388, What were his duties principally ?-To take the money and pass the entri~s.
1389. And keep the Collector's cash book ?-Yes.
1390. And in the absence of the Collector to act for him ?-No, I always acted for
the Collector in hi& absence, except in unimportant matters. One of the objects of my
appointment was to conduct the department during the absence of the Collector. The
Governor always communicated with me as second officer at the port in Mr. Cassell's absence,
and the chief clerk and the others sought and were guided by my instructions.
1391. During his absence, when you were acting in that capacity, how was· the
check upon the Collector's account carried on? -The senior landing waiter checked the
accounts.
1392. Was there any officer at that time under the title of wharfinger? -No.
1393. How were the wharv:es kept clear ?-By the landing waiters:
1394. Does that lie in the landing waiter's duty ?-Decidedly ; the landing waiter
is there to look after the discharging of a ship, and if he finds the :wharf being filled :with
goods 4e must prevent the master from discharging more until the others are removed.
1395. That does not take up much of his time ?-=-No.
1396. Does not the local Act require notice to be given to the owners of the goods?T:Pe Wharf Regulation Act does; but I have found no difficulty as a Custom House officer
in keeping the wharves clear under the Customs Regulation Act.
1397. Have you ever sent goods away to the Customs yard to be sold ?-I have
removed goods at my own port on one or two occasions when I could not find an owner for
them, but I do not remember ever having occasion to sell them.
.
.
1398. The press of business was very great in the middle of 1853 ?-Yes, and the
wharfage· accommodation was very limited.
.
.
.
1399. Supposing a master to persevere m sendmg goods on shore, you would g1ve
notice to the owner to remove the goods from the wharf; that is the course laid down by the
Act ?-I never had a case in which the master insisted upon "blocking up" the wharves
with goods in opposition to my officers; or if I have, I have managed to put matters right
without having to resort to selling people's goods, which is a power I don't like to use.
· 1400. Were there Custom House agents in those days ?-Yes.
1401. They had offices in the Custom House ?-They had.
1402. Was anything paid for the offices?-Nothing.
1403. Are they of any benefit to the Customs ·department, do you think ?-They
are.
1404. Do they afford any relief to the clerks having offices in the Custom House?I think thev do.
.
1405. In what way ?-They are more handy in case of error or reference, and
having offices within, or in close vicinity to the. Custom House,. they facilitate the business of
,
the department, as well as that of the public.
1406. Were there any outdoor Custom House agents then ?-There was but one, I
think.
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1407. Can you tell the Commission how the system of discharging in the Bay was J. uuthrle, Esq.,
carried out when· you were at Melbourne, whether it was by tide waiters ?-We had only a 6thc:;:~:;"ts5!i.
few tide waiters; and one tide surveyor, to whom copies of all entries passed
the day
were forwarded every afternoon. 'rhe tide surveyor on receipt of these issued
g orders
to the masters of the vessels for the goods on board, as they were entered daily, which were
thereupon discharged into lighters for transmission to Melbourne wharf. As soon as the .
lighter was filled. the Jack was hoisted at the peak, and the tide surveyor went off to the
vessel when he obtained the master's account of the goods discharged into the lighter (embracing the marks and numbers of the packages), which was countersigned by the master of
the lighter as correct, and then enclosed by the tide surveyor, under cover, to the landing
waiter of the
in Melbourne. The hatches of the lighters were at the same time locked
and sealed;
e arrival of thee lighter at the Melbourne wharf the account of the cargo
before mentioned was delivered to the landing waiter, who opened the hatches and landed the
.
.
cargo as entered. .
1408. Did that system work satisfactorily ?-It did; one of the instructions to the
tide surveyor was that, on every occasion before taking in cargo, he should inspect the lighter's
bulkheads, and see that the hold was secure.
1409. Did the account sent up turn out pretty correct ?-Generally it did. It W!Ml.
the interest of the master of the lighter not to take on board any goods not entered, as if he
did it led to his detention, as he was not permitted to land the goods until they were entered.
1410. Do you con,sider it any advantage having a tide waiter on board vessels in the
Bay ?-Not unless he could keep watch day and night. There is not that amount of risk, in
my opinion, to be dreaded to the revenue unQ.er the old system as to warrant so enormous
an expense as keeping a watch on board all ships in the Bay day and niglit would entail.
1411. There was no smuggling to any extent in 1853, was there ?-I do not
think so.
1412. Not that the tide waiters would have prevented ?-No. Upon several
occasions I discovered a deficiency in the contents of severa,l spirit casks brought up by
lighters, which, on investigation, I suspected had been abstracted by the lightermen. To put
a stop to this, I directed the tide surveyor to dip all spirit casks on the ship's deck before
being placed in the lighters, and return an account of the contents of each in the boa,t note
or account of cargo directed to the landing waiter, which put an end to the practice.
1413. How would that protect the revenue ?-It prevented the possibility of any
spirits being abstracted in transit from the ship to the wharf without discovery.
1414. Is not there often a great deal of sea when a ship is lying to be discharged
Nothing to prevent dipping a cask within a tenth or two.
1415. Would you think it desirable that tide waiters should be placed on board
foreign ships coming from foreign ports without manifests ?-Yes ; tide waiters should be
placed on board vessels arriving of this sort as a watch both day and night until the cargo is
discharged. There should be a small staff of tide waiters in the Bay for that service; one
man, put on board during the day only, might as well be at the mast head, as far as
preventing smugglillg is concerned. An Act of the Legisbture ought to be passed compelling
all vessels coming here to bring an official manifest with them. .
1416. How could that be managed ; you ca,nnot compel the legislatures of other
conn tries
local act of our Legislature might be passed for our own protection, rendering
the importation of goods here illegal except accompanied by a properly authenticated
manifest or account. British vessels trading to other countries are obliged to be so supplied.
1417. Do you t-hink at that time when there were no tide waiters and those ships
came in, that there was any smuggling from on board of them.?-I have no reason to believe
there was much, if any.
1418. Then in fact you might dispense with them; if'you did not require them then
you would not require them now ?-I think there should be a few tide waiters at Williamstown,
to put on board vessels arriving under the circumstances described.
1419. The despatches you sent down to Williamstown once a day?~Every afternoon
at four o'clock.
.
1420. Do not you think that wa,s too seldom ?-Decidedly.
1421. Were there
uent complaints ?-Yes; and there was a Board appointed by
the Governor in July, 1853, I think, consisting of Mr. Cassell, the Harbor Master, and
Auditor General, to report whether instead of sending vessels' clearances in this manner they
ought not to be handed to the master at the time of clea.ring, a,s in the ports in England.
In consequence of the death of Mr. Cassell, I believe the Board never investigated the matter.
It remains a source of great annoyance and detention to the shipping still; and I cannot
understand why the cleamnce should not be handed to the master of the ship here at the
time of clearing the same as in England. The plan I imagine had its origin when this was
in some measure a penal colony. It is now said to be necessary for emigration purposes
that clearances should be sent to what is called the clearing office ; but I confess I can see
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no benefit from the system to compensate in any degree for the very serious iniury it inflicts
.
OJ
on t h e sh'1ppmg
an d character of t h e port.
1422. But with reference to passing of entries for goods inwards, do not you think
the wttrrants to the Bay ought to be sent down oftener than once a day?-Yes, they ought to
be. I had frequent complaints about this when at Melbourne, but at any time on the
merchant undertaking to SE;Jnd the warrants to the Bay, I put them under cover.
1423. That was when you were here ?-Yes; I put them under cover to the tide
surveyor a?d entrusted them to the mercha.nt to send; that was the only way I could facilitate
the business of the port in this particular. The Government was averse.to the expense of
conveying another despatch box.
1424. Have you any means of compelling. entries to be made, insisting upon the
consigner to pass entries for goods. Supposing goods afe lying in the way of the ship's
discharge, is there no means of compl:)lling those entries to be passed, could the Customs do it
themselves ?-'l'he law can enforce the entry of goods after a specified time, but I have never
had occasion to do so; I invariably find the agents of the vessels ready to comply with any
request I may make to them on the subject.
1425. Is there any law authorising the agent of the ship to do that ?-No.
.
1426. Might not the consignee of the goods turn round on the consignee of the ship
'for doing so ?-This would be most unreasonable, as there is a regulation in the Customs' .Act
compelling the former to enter their goods within a specified time.
. 1427. When those despatches were sent down how were they sent at that time ?-They
were sent in a box; there was a boat caine up every morning with it and went down every
afternoon.
.
1428 .. How ·much did you pay for that ?-I forget at this moment, but something
under £100 a year.
1429. Was Mr. Cassell a member of the Executive Council as well as of the
Legislative Council ?-Yes, he was.
.
1430. Would that interfere a good deal with his time as Collector of Customs ?-The
duties of Executive Councillor especially interfered most seriously with his time.
1431. It interfered with his duty as Collector of Customs ?-Decidedly so; the
duties of Collector of Customs at a port like this require his undivided time-anything less
must prove prejudic;:ial to the interests of the public and the department.
1432. And threw the work upon whom ?-When I was here it threw the work upon
me, as landing surveyor.
1433. Not upon the clerk ?-No; a great portion of Mr. Cassell's time was occupied
in the Executive Council work, perusing documents and papers, or attending Council meetings.
1434. Do you know to whose account the money was paid in the bank ?-The account
of the Collector of Customs and his bank book, was produced to me as check officer, every
day, to shew that the moneys received the previous day had been paid in. My instructions
as landing surveyor gave me access to all the books and docum(lnts of the office, and I had a
duplicate key of every place in ·the Custom House containing official papers of any sort. I
believe every letter or almost every letter· written by Mr. Cassell, or official act of any
importance performed by hi.m was submitted to me for our joint consideration. He consulted
me in everything.
1435. In your capacity as landing surveyor ?-Yes.
1436. Not as officiating for Mr. Cassell ?-No.
1437. Is that system materially deviated from now ?-Not at Geelong, I do not
know how it is here.
1438. You pursued thl:) same course during the time you remained inMelbourne?-Yes.
1439. And made no material alteration ?-None at all,
1440. You acted und~r the instructions from the Commissioners, did you not ?-Yes;
and I do so now, persuaded as I am that as these have been drawn up by competent and
experienced men they are by far the best, although, I regret to say, several alterations have
lately been made in them.
1441. You have riot altered your system in, Geelong at all ?-No; I have not the
power of doing so. Mr. Cassell, by the Governor's direction, adopted the old regulations of
the Customs' service for the guidance of the officers of the department here at the time we
were transferred to the Colony.
·
1442. From your experience as acting collector amllanding surveyor here how many
clerks, supposing the collector and the two landing surveyors were able to devote their time
to their own branches, do you think would be necessary to carry on the duties of the whole
department, embracing everything-receiving cash, checking Collector's accounts, issuing
blue books, keeping trade accounts, registering shipping, and all ?-I think eigh~een cle~ks
would be ample, to be appropriated as follows, or nearly so :-two to pass entnes, receive
monies keep Collector's cash book; two to clear vessels outwards, keep outward quarter
book; two to keep trade accounts ; one corresponding clerk; two clerks for inward quarter
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k eeper; two to m
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.
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accounts; one to junior or outdoor landing surveyor and jerquer of red books.
.
1443. Any more ?-No, I think not.. '!'here should be one landing surveyor to act
as· comptroller of all accounts, keep cash book, and to jerque all ship's papers and blue books, ,
and do all the indoor work.
1444. :.l'he senior landing surveyor?-Yes, and I have provided him two clerks in
the·above estimate. This officer's duty is entirely that of Comptroller of Customs with the
exception of deciding in. all matters jointly with the Collector ..and signing all letters. lf this .
additional duty or office is considered necessary at ports in England I think it is much more
so here. I would submit, then, whether a comptt·oller ought not to be added to the port, who
would act as senior landing surveyor ; also second landing surveyor for outdoor work, to issue
blue books and red books, jerquer red books, appoint landing waiters to ships, and superintend
waterside branch. The old system of keeping the warehousekeeper's accounts is the best,
and should be resorted to. Three clerks, along with the warehousekeeper, would be sufficient
to keep the warehousekeeper's register and. a copy for the Audit Office in the old form,
.
quarterly.
1445. Are you aware of the present system of keeping the warehouse accounts?Yes; I have got it somewhat improved at my own port, but I would sooner return to the old
system for my 01m safety.
1446. You would require more clerks to keep up .the old form ?-I do not know that;
there is more labor actually required, because, if you want to know how matters stand at
present, the trouble of ascertaining this at present is greater than the trouble of keeping the
account properly in the first instance.
··
144·7. Uo you think the old system the more correct one ?-Decidedly.
1448. Who would you have as jerquer?-I would make the senior landing surveyor
do the jerguering. He is the check officer.
'
1449. Do you think one clerk for the registering of ships would be sufficient ?-The
return shews that there is only an average of a~out.one vessel registered a day, and I think
one clerk would be sufficient for that duty, particularly as I would submit all registry bonds
and forms should be prepared by the agent of the purchaser of a ship. The parchment certi.
ficate alone is all that properly devolves on the Customs to prepare.
1450. Are you speaking in reference to business at this time, or to the business
·
during the pressure of 1853 ?-I am talking of 1853.
1451. Have you numerous communications, by way of letter, with the Collector at
Melbourne ?-Not often. They will, perhaps, average from one to two letters a day.
1452. What is the nature of that correspondence?-! could scarcely say. It is
upon various subjects.
.
1453. Did you find it necessary to have a large correspondem~e during the time you
. were officiating in Melbourne ?-No, not at all.
1454. Can you form an idea of the amount of correspondence on the average?-From two to three letters a.day. But this can be easily seen by referring to the letter book
of the period. It did not occupy one clerk's time copying those letters and putting them in
the letter book.
1455. Was Mr. Cassell, or yourself when acting for him, in the habit. of corresponding with the merghants·?-No; we "always settled matters by personal communication.
1456. You think'personal interview settles a matter much more quickly ?-Yes.
1457. Will you read over this statement of duties (Appendix A.) ?-The system of
business seems very much changed from Mr. Cassell's time or my own; the correspondence
·
appears to me· most unaccountably large.
1458. Are these printed forms in use in the office of the Customs ?-I believe the
Collector, Melbourne, has a printed form for acknowledging the receipt of letters.
H59. Having looked at this return, are yqu prepared to say that eighteen clerks
would be sufficient for that work ?-I am not prepared to say that eighteen clerks would be
sufficient under this altered system.
1460. But with your experience of what is required in the indoor department, should
you say that number would be sufficient ?-Eighteen clerks are quite sufficient, in my opinion,
to do the work. of the port of Melbourne, under the established regulations of the Customs'
service formerly in force.
1461. Speaking also from your long e~perience, do you think it would be dangerous
to the revenue to abolish the tide waiters ?-I do. not think it would be dangerous to discharge
the most of them. I would keep a few to put on board foreign vessels-say six-and those
tide waiters, in case of a press of business, might act as assistant tide surveyors.
1462. Supposing they were all abolished except six, would you think it desirable
that there ehould be more tide scrrveyors and boats? -There ought to be a row guard at night.
1463. There are twenty-four tide waiters at present, and five tide surveyors: supCusroMs.-p.
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posing they were reduced to six tide waiters, would it not be desirable that there should be
"M~:~z:;c'fsaa. a more efficient guard kept up ?-I think five or six boats would be sufficient to do all the
work in the Bay.
1464. Supposing the times were increased for sending down entries, they would
require to go off frequently with entries to the various ships ?-I think six boats would"'be
sufficient.
1465. Mr. McKay think!;! that two boats more would be required, making .seven, if
tide waiters were done away with ?-I think that six boats and six tide surveyors would be
sufficient.
"
1466. Can you give any idea of what the police duties ·are: have they a row boat
guard ?-I think they have ; but I. do not know their duties.
1467. Had you a Queen's warehouse' locker ?-No; but I think he is necessary at
Melbourne.
.
· 1468. You have stated that you think twelve landing waiters will be sufficient
here ?-Yes: I think that twelve landing waiters would be sufficient if the following .plan
were adopted, twelve landing waiters· will. sometimes be too many for the business of the
place and at other times they will be too few. I would propose that the plan in operation in
England might be· introduced here with advantage. The senior lockers should be qualified
to act as landing waiters during a press of business, and the senior ~veighers should take
the places of the lockers, and in that way you can keep down the permanent establishment
to the lowest point. There are many lockers who are pe~fectly qualified to be landing waiters,
and who the landing surveyors might select in a press of business to act as landing waiters.
1469. Would they have sufficient experience, the chief part Of their time being
employed as lockers ?-When I was here I ta,ught several of them to gauge; with a little
tuition they might easily be made available Jor the waterside duty on a press of business. · ·
1470. Did the lockers ever perform the act ofre-gauging ?-For a short timtJ they did.
1471. That was to some extent checking themselves ?-Yes'; but it was. absolutely
necessary when we had only six landing- waiters, and warehouses distributed all over the
place.
'
1472. Would not weighers be better parties to do that ?-Perhaps they might, but
the system at home is to employ the lockers; they are superior officers to weighers.
·
1473. flave you generally found, in the event of any press of business that the
weighers are men fitted to take the post of landing waiters ?--No.
1474. The locker has no knowledge of waterside business-how would you get the
locker's place filled up ?-By putting a weigher in their place. ·I would pass a vote for
extra weighers during the year. " Occasional weighers" I would call them, to be temporarily
employed \\'hen the established acting were aeting as lockers.
·
1475. Are you aware of the great ~xt:ension of the wharf going on here ?-Yes.
1476. Bearing that in mind, do you think twelve landing waiters sufficient?Quite. The extension of the wharf a.ffords greater facilities· for their work, and I observe
they have made a dock, which should be adapted for bonding purposes solely, so as to
facilitate the business of the port still more. I feel satisfied that twelve landing waiters,
under the system I have recommended, .would be sufficient.
.
1477. Do those officers give bond for their particular office ?-i believe they do.
They do so at my port. The senior landing waiter should attend to the survey of ships and
superintend· the warehouses. He would never be ap'pointed to a ship.
1478. You would require eleven to do the wharfwork?...:_Yes; the senior landing
waiter would do the measuring of ships and survey the warehouses.
1479. Is there any system in the Customs of a regular gradation of officers, and is
the system of promotion in the department adhered to, that of a general advancement of the
junior officers ?.:_Jt ought to be: .I do not know whether it is so in Melbourne. If n.~t it
will promote dissatisfaction, and injure the service most seriously.
1480, That principle was generally adopted during the time of your being here
During· my time it was.
.
·
.
1481. Do you think it advisable that the senior landing waiter should inspect the
outports ?-Certainly not;· it will only be taking a gentleman out of the department for no
good end whatever, and tend to expense. There onght t9 be a thorough check on every
Custom House within· its own walls.
.
1482. That would apply to Geelong, hut wou!d that app'ly to any port where there is
only one officer at the port ?-There are none of the ports that have less than t\!o or three.
officers.· You will find in the letter book copy of a letter to the Board of Customs by Mr.
Cassell, recommending that periodical inspections of the outports be discontinued as_use~ess.
1483. Do you remember the date of that rec(\mmendation to the Board ?-lt wlll be
found in the letters of 1852, I think, immediately after his return from Portland or Port
.Albert.
14~4. What was the Board's reply ?--The Board gave us up before he got a reply.

J. Guthrie, Esq.,
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1485. You have five clerks at Geelong?-Only four.
J. Guthrie, Esq.,
1486. Have you a wharfinger at Geelong ?-No; I. asked for a wharfinger, at the 6th "ff'::~:e18uo.
instigation of the Chamber of Commerce, and one has been voted. There .is no occasion for
the whole time of a man being occupied in attending to the wharf, but I intended to employ
him chiefly as a tide surveyor if the shipping should increase ; at present I have no occasion
·
·
for his services.
1487. Have you three landing waiters ?-Yes.
·
1488. There is no change in the number of outdoor officers from last year ?-No.
1489. Do you think that three landing >yaiters are sufficient ?-Amply.
1490. Do you ever employ the weighers as landing waiters ?-No.
1491. You could dispense with the wharfinger altogether?-! have stated officially
t;hat I have no use for him at present.
1492. You never had any ?-I anticipated a great increase of business at my port
when I applied for him.
.
.
1493. Is the wharf at Geelong convenient for the Custom House ?-Perfectly
convenient ; but we have not sufficient wharf accommodation. .
.
1494. With regard to Point Henry, would you recommend the abolition of tide
waiters there?-,Yes, except one or.two. The same system might be adopted there as in
Hobson'~ Bay.
·
1495. Would one tide surveyor be sufficient?-One or two would be" sufficient. One
would not be able to keep watch on a foreign vessel both day and night.
1496. Could you not send a weigher down o~casionally ?-I might manage in that
way with one tide waiter.
1497. Shortland's Bluff is in your charge also ?-Yes.
1498. Is it nece11sary to have officers there ?-Yes; the establishment has recently
been altered in accordance with my recommendation. We had previously a tide surveyor,
with an assistant tide surveyor there, and no boat's crew, without which they might almost
as well have been at King's Island.
·
1499. Is it absolutely necessary to have officers there?-Yes, to. act in a preventive
capacity.
.
1500. The system as formerly carried on in Melbourne, you carry on now· in
Geelong ?-Just the same in accordance with the regulations laid down by the Commissioners
of Customs.
1501. You are not regulated by any instructions from the Collector of Customs in
Melbourne ?-I am regulated by the printed instructions to eollectors, issued by the Board
of Customs, and any order of His Excellencey conveyed to me through the Collector,
Melbourne.
1502. You would not follow the instructions of the Collector, however, in opposition
to the Commissioners of the Customs ?-The instructions of the Commi~sioners to collectors,
adopted by the Governor for the gnidance of Customs' officers in the Colony, wm;e handed
me for my guidance by Mr. Cassell, on my appointment to Geelong by Her Majesty. I have
acted upon these instructions, and until altered or revoked by His Excellency the Governor,
I must continue of course to do so. I do ·not think the Collector, Melbourne, would take
upon himself to request me to deviate from my instructions, which are the same as his own,
without directions from the Governor.
·
1503. Was any letter received saying that no alteration. was to be made in the
system ?-It was understood so, and there was no alteration in Mr. Cassell's time. We acted
upon the same instructions up to the time that Mr. Cassell died, and ever since I have been
at Geelong I have been acting on my printed instructions.
1504. Has the Collector, Melbourne, ever had any instructions from this Government regarding his duties
don't know that the present Collector has any instructions
from the Government, although undoubtedly he ought to have. Mr. Cassell was directed by
the Go~ernor to be guided by, and acted on his printed instructions from the Board of
·
Customs.
1505. There was a report issued from the Audit Office in December, 1852, recommending a certain system of accounts to be kept, and which was submitted to Mr. Cassell?The Auditor General, commissariat officer, and myself, as landing surveyor, were appointed,
1852, by His Excellency to report upon the best system of making up the Colonial accounts
· of the department, which report received His Excellency's assent; and the system recommended was afterwards followed by Mr. Cassell.
..
1506. You, at present, are not sure whether you are to act under Mr. Childers'
in.structions or not ~-As the principal Collector in the Colony, all my correspondence
with the Government or the Board of Customs goes through him, and he, as the medium of
communication from them, might direct me to do whatever they thought proper; whether
inconsistent with my printed instructions or otherwise; but if Mr. Childers has power to do
more than see that I obey my instructions from the Government, it is more than Mr. Cassell
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had or I. am aware of. The duties of Collectors are clearly defined in their printed
orh"~;~~;.~~~~:~s55. instructions, and were adopted as their. guide on the department being transferred to the
Colony.
.
1507. Was that not done with the concurrence of the Government ?-It was clearly
understood so. I don't know that there was any written instructions from the Government
to the Collector, Melbourne, adopting the old instructions for the guidance of the Collectors
and other Custom11' officers, but I think there m)lst have been. The printed regulatioi?s to
Mr. Cassell and myself were those .which guided us at'l'vlelbourne from the time the transfer
took place untillleft.
1508. You do not know under wh1Lt instructions the Collector of the· Port of Melbourne
acts ?-:-I do not know that he has any instructions.
1509. Do you think it advisable that he should have some instructions which should
be known to the other officers of. Customs in the Colony?- Yes, undoubtedly, he should be·
regulated by 'instructions from the Government. His duties and powers should be clearly
·defined the sa¥1e as any other collector. It is. absolutely necessary that he should be guided
by instructions. It would be monstrous to leave the management and control of so important
a branch of the public service to the whim or caprice, it migh~ be, of the chief.officer, be he
who he may. It is quite as necessary thltt he should be guided by fixed principles as those
acting under him.
. ·
1510. Mr Cassell was alive when the transfer took place?-Yes,.
1511. What reply did he make to the Commissioners' letter directing the delivering
up of the officers commissions ?-I forget at this moment, but it was understood we were to
continue under the old instructions. The Collector, Melbourne, should have the same instrq,ctions from the Government that he· held from th~ Board of Customs, defining his powers
and duties, as well as those. of the other officers.of Customs.
.
·
. 1512. Instructions given ~n a similar way. 'l'he instructions should now be issued
by the Governor; precisely the sanie instructions ?-Exactly or nearly so
1513. Copies of those instructions were usually furnished to officers upon their
appointment ?-Ye~, by the Commissioners.
·
1514. To all the officers ?-Yes, to all the officers .and clerks, except weighers and
tide waiters.
1515. Do you think it advisable that the warehousekeeper's register should be still
kept in the old form prescribed by the Board of Customs ?-I think it is most desirable that
the old system should be again adopted.
15113. If a wharfage charge were levied here w~uld it materially increase the work of
the Custom House· officers ?-Yes, materially.
·
· 1q17. Ar.e there any further obst~rvations which you wish to offer to the Commission ?-1 think it very desirable_ that for all young men coming into the Customs, .ther~
should be a system pf instruction, and that they should pass an examination by the Colll:lctor
of the port for which they are intended, before being· appointed to an office in the Customs.
I would not place a man on pay until he had gone through a three months' instructions.
1518. Are tide waiters authorised to open packages ?-Certainly not at my port. I
cannot tell what the practice is at Melbourne·.
_
.
1519. Do you think it 'desirable that the head of the Customs should be a political
officer ~-Undoubtedly not: such would most inevitably prove ruinou'! to the revenue of the·
Colony, by placing it in subservience in a great measure to the political ends of its principal
officer. On many other grounds nothing could prove more injurious to the service.

J. Guttu·ic, Rsq.,

THURSDAY, 8TH MARCH, 1855.
PRESENT :-Mr. Henty, in the Chair; Mr·. D' Arch, Mr. McCulloch.
Mr. John Mullaly examined.
ar... J. ~Iunaly,
1520. You have been sometime in the C~stoms' department ?-Rather better than
stn >iarch, 1855. ten years.
.
1521. Are you now in that department ?-No; riot directly.
1522. What office did you hold in the Customs ?-!-entered as an extra cler~, the~ I
was appointed acting warehousekeeper, then confirmed as warehousekeeper, then actmg ch1ef
clerk, and confirmed as such.
·
.
.
. ·
'
.
· 1523. How long did you act in the last capactty ?---"I thmk about four years.
1524. As chief clerk?-Yes .
.1525. "What were your duties as chief clerk ?-When I entered·first 1 used to check
off all the entries aild receive the cash, keep the cash book, make out the weekly and monthly
statements, and the quarterly and annual accounts,_ and the a(Jcounts of dues on vessels.
15213. That was during Mr. Cassell's time ?-Yes; that was when I commenced.
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, 1527. Was there any alteration made subsequently ?-Yes; since the business of the ?.r. J. ~runatr,
port increased I could do nothing except take the cash and sign all warrants.
sth "gr:;:~:"fss5.
1528. Owing to the large increase of business?-Yes ; the business then was about
10,000 entries every quarter, and each entry had four copies, and each copy had four
numbers, so that there was not a moment to spare.
1529. Who did the duties you were obliged to relinquish ?-Each had a portion of
those duties.
1530. How many clerks were there besides yourself then ?-I cannot exactly
recollect; I should think about sixteen or seventeen.
1531. Does that refer to the long room, or to the whole indoor department ?-The
whole indoor department.
·
1532. In what year was that ?-The end of 1853.
1533. Was the system of keeping the accounts changed before you left ?-Yes.
1534. Do you know why?-I cannot exactly say.
1535. Did the old system work inconvenirntly ?-I think the old system worked very
well and very fairly, and the revenue was very safely and satisfactorily collected, and I think
the merchants had no reason to complain.
1536. Can you say what the difference in the system was ?-The jerquer's department has commenced since.
1537. That is a new office ?-That is a new office, it was commenced in the beginning of 1854.
1538. That is to say it was a new office as respected its being a separate branch?Yes.
.
1539. Which of the clerks did the jerquers ··work under the old system ?-The
landing surveyor's clerk; he had a check always upon the Collector's books by having his
cash book, and the making up of the monthly accounts always checked itself and cross
checked all the various articles upon which the duty was paid.
1540. The jerquering of the blue and red books ?-;-Untillatterly that was performed
by the clearing clerk and landing surveyor's clerk ; the clearing clerk was obliged to see
that all the cargo was accounted for before he cleared the vessel and the weekly and monthly
statements were always a check one upon the other as far as the calculations went; when I
was in the office I always impressed upon the young men's minds the necessity of preventing
mistakes rather than detecting them, and that was a great source of satisfaction to the
public as well as a satisfactory way of collecting the revenue, and keeping up a good feeling
])etween the Government officers and the public.
1541. At what time was a change of system effected ?-I think about the beginning
of 1854.
think so,
1542. You think there were sixteen or seventeen clerks at that time
but I cannot speak positively.
1543. Was the work kept up and were there no .arrears ?-Yes; there were some
arrears, the quarter book was' very much behind at that time.
1544. The book itself?-Yes.
1545. From what cause ?-From the great multiplicity of entries and the difficulty
of obtaining competent persons ; I have seen one clerk write as much in a day as another
would do in three.
.
1546. You think sixteen or seventeen clerks was too few ?-Yes.
1547. How many would be requisite to keep up the work ?-I think about two more.
1548. Supposing they were efficient men ?~Provided they were efficient men of
course. Sometimes, of course, you will have clerks who do not understand anything at all
about business, and have no system, and not the slightest idea of it.
1549. Was this change brought about in consequence ·of the errors in this
department, or was it thought an improvement altoge.ther ?-I cannot exactly say that.
1550. You were not consulted a.t all upon it ?-I was never consulted on that subject.
1551. Has it worked better since the introduction of the new system ?-I think not;
the more simply matters are carried on the better.
1552. But you are asked as to the fact; during the period you were under the new
system, did you find it work better than the old system ?-No; I do not think it did; but
then it was only just coming into operation when I left the Customs.
1553. You received the cash ?-I did.
1554. And deposited it in the bank
; and kept the bank book.
1555. In whose name was it deposited ?-The Collector. of Customs.
1556. Was that money withdrawn the following day ?-No; there was a weekly
statement made out, a,nd a cheque accompanying the weekly statement handed over to the
Treasurer, and a· receipt taken for it, and the Treasurer's receipt sent in with the monthly
statement to the Auditor.
1557. Are you aware that that system has been changed, and that there is a payment
CusTOMs.-q.
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made every day now ?- I heard something of it from one of the clerks, who told me the
· all I k now of 1t.
·
system was ch anged. That lS
1558. Who occupies the position of chief clerk now ?-I heard them say 1\ir. Baeyertz.
1559. Does he perform the same duty as you did ?-No; he is in the Collector's
room, conducting the correspondence, I understand, more than anything else.
1560. Who conducted the correspondence when you were chief clerk ?-When the
Collector did not do it himself, I always did it. I consulted him if there was anything
important.
1561. Did you do that with both Collectors ?-Never after Mr. Childers came; I
have not written any letters since he took office.
1562. Who wrote the letters after he came ?-I think he has two or three clerks in
his office, and he puts a memorandum on the letter for them to write the answer to it.
1563. During the time you managed the correspondence with Mr. Cassell was it
extensive ?-It was not so extensive as it is now, but then Mr. Cassell never considered it
necessary to answer letters unless they were official, or upon some important matter. When
requisition or application would be made to facilitate the discharge of the vessels, he merely
turned up the corner and referred it to the proper officer and it was done, which lessened
the correspondence to one-fifth, because most of the correspondence then was upon those
trifling matters.
1564. Are you aware whether those letters now are replied to ?-I am not aware,
but I understand the correspondence has very much increased.
1565. When letters came in to the Collector, at that time, if he happened to be out,
did you open the letters ?-I opened all his letters when he was out, and often when he was
in. Of course if there was nothing important I answered it myself the same as he did, and
those that were important I brought under his notice.
1566. At that time were there frequently letters for working over time for the
discharge of ships ?-They used to make out an application, which was just referred to the
landing waiter---" The landing waiter will give his attention to this matter."
1567. They all came first to the Collector ?-They mostly all came first to the
Collector.
1568. The landing waiter of course would not do anything in the matter without
Sometimes they would go to the landing surveyor; the Collector was not particular, because
he considered the landing surveyor had more particularly the charge of that department.
1569. For some time you acted as warehousekeeper ?-Yes, I was acting as
warehousekeeper, and then confirmed as such.
1570. When did you leave that office ?-I think about four or five years ago.
1571. That was before the press of business ?-Yes.
. 1572. Do you know whether the system of that department is changed?-Yes, it is
changed; there is no warehousekeeper's register kept now, and no copies of sheets.
1573. Do you think those important' documents to have kept up ?-I think the most
important of all documents; I do not see any check that can be kept upon the revenue
unless the warehousekeeper's register is kept and the balance properly accounted for.
1574. Do you know whether anv books have been substituted for those ?-No; the
same books as are now kept were kept "then ; as well as the register, there is a book for
keeping an account of the marks and weights of each parcel of goods.
1575. There have been no accounts substituted for the warehousekeeper's register?None that I am !Lware of.
1576. Did that system entail more labor upon the clerks ?-Of course; because it
is an extra book, and an extra account to keep.
1577. Would you require more clerks to do the duty
think one clerk ought to
keep the warehousekeeper's register if he had nothing else to do, and keep up the sheets as
well.
1578. Of course vour experience as to the number that would be requisite then is no
guide as to the state of i'natters now ?-No; and besides that the clerks are mostly new
·
hands now.
1579· You were chief clerk in 1853 ?-Yes.
1580. Did you take the general superintendence of the indoor department then?No ; I just merely kept the. cash book ~nd took the cash ; th~ duties were so very great in
doing that, that from mormng to evenmg I would not have t1me ~o speak to a person. I
was doing nothing but signing my name as fast as I could, and taking the money.
1581. And computing the duty ?-Sometimes one of the clerks would do that, and
sometimes myself; the clerk who used to check the manifests did that.
1582. Were the entries checked in every instance before the money was taken?Always.
·
1583. Under the old system who took the reports of masters of vessels inwards and
outwards ?-There was a clerk appointed for that, the entering and clearing clerk.
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1584. The Collector himself never did it?-Very seldom, he might in case of a. Mr. J. Mullaly,
. commg
. m
. or 1'f he wante d to speak to any master, bnt of course t he Collector' a sth contmued,
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duties are too numerous and too important to enable him to attend to that.
1585. Do you speak of 1853, or before that time ?-I speak of since the Legislative
Council has opened here.
1586. Since the business became so much increased ?-Yes.
1587. It was not the rule of the office to send the masters to the Collector to take their
reports ?-Not by any means, the chief clerk uEOed always to take the declarations before
business became so multiplied.
1588. In the absence of the Collector ?-Yes, and frequently when he was present.
1589. Do you know anything of sales of over time goods ?-There were very few over
time goods sold when I was there ; the law was to sell goods at the end of every three years,
so that it was a very rare occurrence indeed.
1590. That was up to the end of 1853 ?-Yes.
1591. What is the practice now ?-It is the practice to sell every six months now.
1592. Were there any free goods sold that were lying on the wharf ?-I do not
know anything at all about that system, I do not know how they act; I think the Act giving
authority to sell those goods ca~e into operation a little before Mr. Cassell died, but it was
never acted upon to the best of my knowledge.
1593. Do you think this change of system entails any more labor on the merchants
or makes it more difficult to pass entries?-Yes, I think it does.
1594. In what way ?-A merchant must enter his ship out one day, and he cannot
clear out until the next day.
1595. He must enter his ship outwards one day and clear out the next day ?-Yes;
and I think in a port like this where there is so much difficulty in landing goods, every
facility should be given to clear out a ship as soon as you can.
1596. Have you any knowledge of the reason why this system is adopted ?-No.
1597. Do you see any advantage in it ?-I see a great disadvantage in it, because it
entails a very great expense upon the ship.
1598. May not the reason be to give time to jerque the blue book ?-Vessels have
very often discharged their cargo a month before they are cleared out; many vessels from
Sydney and Hobart Town discharge their goods and lie for a week.
1599. Do not they want sometimes to clear on the same day as they put the last
package of goods off the ship ?-~o; but it is a very frequent occurrence that a master wants
to enter outwards and clear out the same day.
1600. Supposing all the cargo were discharged before, would there be any objection
to entering and clearing on the same day ?--The rule is that they cannot do so.
1601. Do not you think the reason for that must be in order that due time may be
given for examination of the cargo inwards and jerquering the blue books
does not take
five minutes to jerque a colonial ship's cargo; it is not five minutes' work.
1602. Do you know if a ship can be cleared out on the same day on which she has
taken bonded goods on board ?-There has been an order issued that a vessel cannot clear
out the same day, as bonded goods are passed for export.
1603. Do you know why that is ?-I do not know why; and I do not know any law
for it either.
1604. How long has this rule been in operation
.believe the last week or so.
1605. Has it been publicly notified ?-There .is a notice in the Custom House.
1606. Is that practice attended with considerable inconvenience ?-Very great
inconvenience.
1607. Can you give any idea of the reason for it ?-I do not know the reason ; I
suppose they think they cannot get the entries made shipped.
1608. That would act for itself and require no order ?-There is another way in
which that could be avoided, if the vessel passes an export entry for goods, and the goods go
down with the captain, we would send the clearance under cover, and ·make him understand
distinctly that he would not receive his clearance, unless the goods were shipped, and the tide
surveyor when he saw the goods were shipped handed him the clearance, so that a master
can pass an export entry this morning, take the clearance down with him, and his cask of
brandy or rum, and if the tide surveyor was satisfied that it was on board he was allowed to go.
1609. It is not the case that the order is that even if the warrant be returned endorsed "Goods shipped," they would object to clear the vessel ?-The order is that vessels
will not be allowed to clear on the same day that they pass an export entry for bonded goods.
1610. Supposing the things are duly shipped and the warrant comes back to the
Custom House what objection can there be to clear the vessel then ?- I cannot speak from
experience, I have not had an opportunity of knowing.
·
1611. Have you had a case occur of a vessel lying at the wharf taking goods from
the warehouse under bond, the warrant for the shipment of those goods having been re-
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:ur.J. Mullaly, turned to the Custom House endorsed duly" shipned" where the clearance has been refused
stt:gt::~;::'lssa. on the same day ?-No; I have had no case of th~t kind.
.
1612. Have you heard of any case of the kind ?-No; !cannot say that I have.
1613. Are the officers made aware of alterations in the regulations ?-I do not know
how it is now ; formerly we sent down copies of the notice to all the officers at the outports,
and if it affected them we sent down a copy and got them to sign it. We always sent them
a copy for them to sign.
1614. Do you know anything of the outdoor department of the Customs ?-1 know
a little of it.
.
1615. Not sufficient to enable you to speak upon it?-No, except with reference to fines
and penalties; I think myself that the landing surveyor ought not to be allowed to participate
in fines. Masters of vessels, for instance, if they have to amend their manifest for bonded
goods, are fined ; and if a package is not reported in the manifest they are fined ; they are
fined for very trifling things. Or if a merchant enters goods as "hardware," and they turn
out to be earthenware, he is fined. There seems to be little distinction made between whether a man does those things purely accidentally or from neglect; an(!. if the landing surveyor
encourages the officer to look after those things and gets part of the fine, it becomes most
·
·
annoying to the merchants.
.
1616. Are. you aware t,hat it if:\ left to the discretion of the Collector bY law whether
.
it is necessary to fine in those cases or not ?--It is ; but if the landirig surveyor were allowed
to be as an arbitrator or umpire between the Collector and the merchant, he would perhaps
be a very good adviser; but if he is· allowed to participate in fines, it would he his object to
enforce the penalty. I wa.s in the Custom House for years, and I do not think that the fines
inflicted, except in very few instances, were £20, aml every thing was satisfactory.
'
1617. Are there many fines now?-:-Yes.
1618. Who participates in those fines ?-~:he officer gets half, and the Queen or
Colony gets half. ·
1619. Which officer ?-The officer inflicting the fine.
1620. That is the officer by whose intervention the irregularity has been discovered?
Just so; .but if a system were adopted to prevent those mistakes instead of punishing them
by fines, it would be better, and there would be .a good feeling between the public and the
officers of the Customs.
·
1621. Does the Act say that half of the fine goes to the Crown and half to the
officer?-! do not recollect the provisions of the Act; but in my time half went to the officer.
Mr.,Cassell would scarcely hear of the landing surveyor participating in those fines, because
he had a large salary nearly equal to his own, and he would not fine a man if he found it
was purely an oversight committed.
'
1622. It is not always the landing surveyor, the landing waiter occasionally detects
these things ?-I think the landing surveyor has made a great deal of money by fines.
1623. Are the fines divided between the landing surveyor and the landing waiter?I do not know what their arrangements are. I think the landing surveyor, who is paid a
good salary, ought not to participate in them.
1624. You now act in the capacity of Custom House agent ?-Yes.
1625. Has any rent been paid by the Custom House agents ?-Last year we were
charged £600 for the room.
· ·
• ·
1626. For the whole room ?-Yes.
1627. Divided amongst those who occupied it ?-Divided amongst four; but I believe
that is a most unprecedented thing in any of the Colonies. In Sydney I am told they have
a magnificent apartment, and I believe in every Colony they have accommodation as well.
1628. Has that rate been complained of as being too much ?-It was complained of,
and we pointed out to the Collector the advantages we were to the public, and not only to the
.
public but to the Government.
.. 1629. Will you state what those advantages are ?-The advantages are, that·if we
were not there it would take two or three more officers to answer the questions that would be
put to the clerks by the public; and if a merchant is out of town, his clerk comes down to us
and we advance the duties for him until the next day, or it may be a week; that is frequently
the case, and it requires us to have £1000 of capitnl. Sometimes merchants are out at
meetings, and the clerk comes down to us and asks us, " Will you pay the duty on these
goods?" ·and we do so : of course we know whom we do it for.
1630. A cha.rge of course is made for whatever is done in that way ?-No, we charge
nothinD'.
If a merchant's clerk comes to me to pay duty upon 100 hogsheads of beer, all I
0
charge him for that is 3s., and advance the ~oney for him; and the acco~nts of many
merchants here frequently amount to £200 or £300: Our charge for the first lme of an entry
is 3s., and 100 hogsheads of beer goes into one line, and no charge whatever is made for the
advance.
1631. You
the business of· that particular merchant ?-Of course. Then there is
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who are established from character, and who will transact their business fairly and honorably.
If a man comes into the Custom House he is protected.
1632. How many Custom House agents are there inside the Custom House walls?There are seven licensed indoor Custom House agents ; but of those seven, six are in three
firms, and one by himself.
1633. So that there are four firms ?-There are four firms and four desks.
1634. Are there any outdoor Custom House agents ?-There are licensed, I think,
lately from sixteen to twenty.
1635. Outdoor agents?-Yes.
1636. Do those indoor Custom House agents engage in any business except that of
Custom House agents ?-None whatever; they can transact no other business in that office,
nor Jo they.
1637. Do those outdoor Custom House agents transact other business ?-Yes, as
shipping agents and general commission agents.
1638. Are you aware that they all do so ?-All who can do so; there are a great
number who would not be entrusted with important matters.
1639. There is no restriction upon you any more than upon them, is there ?--We
always understood that we should never transact any other business in the Custom House but
Custom House business ; we transact no business whatever except Custom House business.
1640. What is the payment you make for this license ?-We get the license for
nothing.
1641. And the outdoor agents also ?-Yes; this year I have paid £100 a year
rent. Mr. Childers told me I should be surcharged if I did not pay it, so I paid it; the
rest have not paid it.
1642. How is the license obtained ?-By applying to the Collector of Customs and
getting an application from a few merchants recommending it ; but formerly a license would
not be given to any person unless it was considered that he understood Custom House
business.
1643. Is it not left to the discretion of the Collector ?-Yes, of course, but latterly
men have been licensed as Custom House agents who were, perhaps, never in a Custom
House before in their life, or in a merchant's office either.
1644. What advantage are the indoor Custom House agents to the Government?They save perhaps the time of three or four clerks in answering the numeroas questions that
would be put to those clerks by the merchants' clerks, or the merchants themselves.
1645. If a person presented an entry and it was wrong, would not the clerk throw it
back and tell him it was wrong without troubling himself to pQint out how it was wrong ?When I was there I would give every facility I possibly could to the public.
1646. If you had time ?-Yes; latterly I had not time to do so.
1647. If the clerk had not time he would tell them so; he would say," I am very
busy, I cannot tell you how it is wrong; you must go to a Custom House agent ?"-Yes.
1648. Would the public admit of that?-The clerk is not obliged to make out an
entry for the public, or to give information, but they frequently go in and ask, " Who is the
agent for such and such a ship?" "Who is the landing waiter?" ''Has such a ship cleared
out?" and so on, which takes up a great deal of time.
1649. Was this £600 that you say was charged last year for the room, paid ?-It was.
1650. Do you mean that the whole .£600 was actually paid last year ?-Yes.
1651. That is £150 for each firm ?-Yes.
1652. You are aware of course that £300 was proposed to be the rent to each
:firm ?-It was, but I told Mr. Childers I thought it was not fair, because we had not been
~tpprised of it in the early part of the season. We were not apprised of it before the year
was partly gone.
1653. Was that the reason of the £300 not being charged ?-I think so, it was not
paid, for instance, until after May. I left the Customs' service in May, and it was not paid
until after I leftjt; and I told Mr. Childers of course it was not fair to charge them, as they
were not apprised of it.
1654. Has the rent for the present year been paid ?....:..Mr. Childers told me he would
recommend £400, and one morning I went in and I saw by the papers that it was put down
£600. That morning he sent for me and said he wished the rent paid immediately. I told
him I was very sorry it had been put down £600, because he told me it was only £400, and
he said I had better pay it or I would be surcharged; and I paid it, but the others did not.
·
1655. Do not you think the advantall'e to you of having your desk within the Custom
House far counterbalances any advantage which you may be to the department ?-It is an
advantage, but when men are there who have been connected with the Customs department
for the last ten years, and embarked in that business under the impression they would never
Cus-roMs.-r.
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the room.
1656. But those outdoor Custom House agents are placed in a very much worse
position than those inside, and they have rent to pay for offices ?-Yes; ·but they may
transact other business, and make £100 in a day, and we shall not make so much as a clerk's
·
salary this year. I shall not make so much as my salary was last year.
1G57. Have any of the indoor Custom House agents offices out of the building?Mr. Foxton has a bonded warehouse.
1658. He carries on other business ?--No; I believe not, except the bonded store,
and he has the office without the Custom House necessary to carry on that business. I am
not aware that he has any other business.
·
1659. Is he the only Custom House agent that has a bonded warehouse ?-Yes.
1660. What is the ground now that you take ·the objection to pay any rent at all
upon ?-That it is unprecedented.
1661. If you agreed to pay the rent in 1854, why should you change your mind
now?-We did not agree to pay it, we we1·e compelled to pay it; if we had not paid it we
must have left the building.
1662. Then it is not in consequence of any reduction in the amount of business that
you now think it unfair to be charged ?-Business has fallen off considerably.
1663. Is that the ground you base your objection upon ?-No; we say there ought
to be no rent at all charged because it is unprecedented.
1664.. Supposing the business continued to the same extent as before, the same
objection would not apply ?-Yes; it would, it is a most exorbitant charge; I can get a
better room for less money in Collins-street.
1665. Supposing the extent of business to.be the same as last year, would you object
to pay the rent ?-Yes; we object on principle, because it is unprecedented, and we devote
the whole of our time there, and do not enter into any other business, and it is an advantage
to the public to have respectable persons there upon whom they can depend; men of character
and men of capital to carry on the business.
1666. What would be the effect if Custom House agents had boxes in front of the
Custom House, the same as they have at Geelong and other places ?-It would be a little
more inconvenient, of course. The closer Custom House agents can be to, the working of the
department, the more it facilitates the carrying on of the business on the part of the public,
and.on the part of the Government .
. 1667. For such a room as you have, what would you be required to pay out of
doors ?-I dare s:1y I could get a better room for £100 a year in Collins-street, over
Mr. Walter Powell's shop, or over any of the principal shops in town. I think it ought to
be a sort of bonus given to those men for their knowledge of business, .and connecting
themselves indirectly with the Government.
·
1668. Is there anything else which strikes you as working inconveniently in the
·
system adopted in reference to the Custom House ?-I think it would be a very great
advantage to the public, and to masters of vessels, as vessels are not allowed to clear out
before goods are made shipped, if a messenger were kept expressly for the purpose of
bringing down those entries, I think it would facilitate business very mu9h. I think it is a
very great hardship upou a captain here, who has a vessel at an expense of £50 a day, that
his vessel should be detained here for the sake of getting entries made shipped, and perhaps
detained not only one day, but a couple of days.•
1669. How is it that they cannot get entries made shipped ?-I think it is from not
having a messenger for that purpose to bring down the export entries, and let the thing be
done at once.
·
· 1670. Do you see any objection to the merchants' clerks calling at the Custom
House officer's office, and taking up the entry ?-Sonie of the clerks are very careless, and
one of them might put an entry into his pocket and forget it.
16'71. And you think it better to ltdhere to the principle of the Customs' messenger
bringing them up ?-I think it is the duty of the Customs to do everything to facilitate the
busiJ+ess of the port.
.
1672. 'l'he greatest portion of the business of clearing the vessel is conduqted by the
Custom House agents, is it not ?-No; a great number of the merchants here have clerks of
their own ; I do not think the majority of the business is done by Custom House agents ;
most of the merchants are obliged to keep a shipping clerk, and of course he does everything
he can.
1673. Does the messenger go do"-u at stat~d periods to all the different officers?,Yes ; but his periods are very far apart.
.
1674. Do you know the periods, are they every half hour ?.-I do not think they are
more than three times a day, and if a messenger goes down at eleven or half-past eleven, and
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then at two, by the time he comes back the Custom House is shut, and the merchant's clerk Mrcontinued,
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1675. Supposing a ship lying down at Williamstown, you would have to wait for the
return of the box which goes down with the entries ?-There is a landing waiter appointed for
every ship, and he is generally in Melbourne, and the system is to address the entries to the
landing waiter here, and he makes them shipped.
Mr. William Gedge examined.

1676. Are you in the jerr1uer's office in the Customs?-! am.
1677. Have you been long in the department ?-Six years in the department of the Mr. w. Gedge,
-~~
Customs on the Coast of Africa, and fourteen months here.
.
1678. Have you been in the ports of Geelong and Melbourne, both ?-I have been
twelve months at .Geelong, and nearly two months here.
1679. What were your duties ac Geelong ?--My duties there were generally to make
myself useful in any department. I occasionally performed the duties of second clerk; for a
time that of third clerk ; my position originally being that of fourth clerk; I had the range
of the whole indoor department there.
1680. Are your duties here of a similar nature to what they were at Geelong ?-No;.
my particular duties here are to keep the comptroller's contingent accounts, and to make out
returns as they are called for.
1681. You are what is called the fourth clerk ?-I perform the fourth clerk's duties
now, which consist of keeping the comptroller's contingent cash book, the ledger, and
subsidiary ledger, with other accounts and memoranda.
1682. Has the system of keeping those books been commenced since you came to
Melbourne ?-They were commenced, I think, in July last; they were drawn up by the
Collector.
1683. Do you consider this system of keeping those books the best that can be
adopted ?-No, I certainly do not.
1684. Why not ?-I think they cause a great deal of unnecessary trouble in many
instances, more particularly as relates to the detention caused to merchants when they apply
for their bonds and repayments on deposits, and that may be over-paid. From my own
knowledge, and from what I have seen since I came here, there are too many persons' hands
that the different documents have to go through. First, they have to be presented to the
Collector ; from the Collector they go to the chief clerk ; from the chief clerk to the jerquer;
from thejerquer to his clerk, who puts them on one side for entry on any day that might be
convenient to him. The merchant calling for his repayment was put off from time to time,
and put to a great deal of inconvenience, which is a system I have been totally unaccustomed
to. In Geelong there is no detention of the kind ; there they are paid on every occasion as
soon as the application is made.
1685. Appli<!_ation to whom ?-Application is made in the first instance to the
sub-collector, and the repayment is made by the chief clerk.
1686. It does not go to thejerquer at all ?-No; the duty of jerquer there is generally
performed by the second clerk ; it simply consists in jerquering the red and blue books.
1687. By repayments you mean drawbacks ?-Repayments of duties on spirits and
wines.
1688. You think that the labor bestowed in the Custom House in Melbourne could
be much reduced by an alteration in the system of keeping the accounts ?-I think it could
be very materially reduced indeed. In truth, I do not think there is any necessity for
jerquer's office at all; I think if the duties of the jerquer were to devolve upon the right
officer-that is, upon the inspecting landing surveyor, as far as the accounts are concerned,
and the second landing surveyor, as far as the jerquing of the red and blue books-it would
be much' better performed than now.
1689. Those gentlemen being assisted by a certain number of clerks ?-Yes, two
clerks each would be quite sufficient for the purpose ; that is the system we always adopted
at Geelong, and that has been found to answer very well indeed.
1690. There is a great deal of di.fference between Geelong and this port as to the
magnitude of the trade ?-I make every·allowance for that, but I think a system which is
found to answer so well in one place may be carried out with advantage in another.
1691. Have you had any experience of the Customs' department in England ?-No,
only in the plantations.
1692. Hefore this separate office of jerquer and comptroller was created, how were all
those duties of the fourth clerk performed ?-I have not had any opportunity of knowing;
there are so many duties performed in the jerquer's office at present, not at all appertaining
to it, that the number of the clerks is necessarily much increased; I should say that the first
and third clerks' duties should be entirely in the landing surveyor's department.
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1693. Are the jerqmir's duties specified in that statement (Appendix A. No. 6) ?--

N0 t hey are not,

1694. What are they ?-They consist in a general supervision of the accounts, and to
see that they are entered properly, and so on.
·
·
1695. Checking occasionally ?...:.:_There is an examining clerk for that purpose; the
.
second clerk does the examining work.
1696. And on the faith of the examination of the second clerk the jerquer signs?yes ; I believe so.
·
1697. He may occasionally, to satisfy himself, check an account ?-He does
occasionally do so
1698. Is he in the same room with yourself?-No, he is not; he is in a separate
room ; for some time I was in· the .same room, and had an opportunity of seeing how the
work was conducted.
1699. What are the hours of attendance ?---'-From nine to four; I h.ave been working
there from half-past eight to half-past five.
1700. The regular hours are from nine to four ?-Yes.
1701. How are the fines and penalties recovered ?-I have no exact knowledge upon
that point, it goes to the Collector, and from the Collector to the chief clerk, and from the
.chief clerk to the jerquer, and from the jerquer it comes to ,me to be entered.
1702. What is about the amount of fines for 1854 ?-I do not know.
1703. In the course of the last month you may have an idea of what the amount has
been ?---I think the balance is upwards of £100 for the quarter.
1704. Do you know what' the fines are generally imposed for?---Generally for goods
improperly described and not according to manifest, and landing goods after legal hours
without the requisite permission.
1705. Who receives those fines; to whom are they paid ?---They are paid to the
Collector, and paid into the bank.
1706. Who participates in the benefit of them ?---I have not had an opportunity of
knowing. I believe one moiety goes to the seizing officer, and one moiety to the revenue. I
consider that were the quarter book and sheets kept up, and regularly compared with the
comptroller's cash book, and with that of the receiving clerk, there could be no necessity for
all the books that are now in use.
1707. Not a necessity for a double set of books, but there would be a necessity for
one set?---Yes ; the system upon which the contingent accounts are kept is one I do not think
any accountant would approve of, as it is a repetition of the different entries; there is no
saving of time at all, which might be done if they :were kept on a different principle.
1708. Do you see any objection to the imprest system being avoided, and the Collector sending all his vouchers for repayments to- the Audit Office, and thence to the Treasury
for payment; would not that relieve you of· a great deal oflabor? ---It would very much so.
1709. So that the parties would :tpply to the Treasury for payment ?---Yes.
1710. That would embrace all repayments, drawbacks, and other contingencies as
well as salaries ?---Yes.
·
·
1'711. Does the keeping of the aw.:unt of pilotage devolve upon you ?---No; that
falls upon the person at present fulfilling the duties of fifth clerk.
1712. Does that occupy much time ?---It occupies the time of one clerk keeping two
accounts, the pilotage and the tonnage; and -the same clerk keeps the over time accounts.
1713. What is the interest account which is mentioned in this statement ?-It
consists merely of one entry, being the interest that is allowed upon a deposit made in the
Oriental Bank for some time.
1714. 'fhe bank pays the c;i-overnment a certain per centage ?-Yes; it is only one
single entry of £5 3s.
'
1715. The other banks pay nothing ?-I believe not.
1716. How long is it since this account was opened with the Oriental Bank ?-I
cannot tell.
1717. Was it before you came ?-Yes.
1718. Are the receipts of the Customs paid into the Oriental Bank ?-There are
several banks that the different. accounts are paid into. I am not conversant with that part
of the business.
1719. How often is this interest acCOJ1nt made up ?-Only on one occasion, at the.
end of the year, and it amounted to £5 3s.
"
1720. What monies are paid into the bank ?-I cannot inform the Board: the
second clerk has the entire management of that.
·
1721. Do you know anything of the account sales of. over time goods ?-Some little,
not much.
1722. How often are those goods sold ?-Every six months.
1723. And there are goods occasionally sold on the wharf?-;-Yes.
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1724. A statement has been refened to the~ Board, that the amount received for M~~:i,.~~~0 •
goods removed from the wharf during the year 18o4 wa.s £1845 1s., and t~e charges sth Mnrch, 1sos,
£1151 3s.; do you know what are the charges usually made upon such goods ?-The charges
since my arrival here have been chiefly for the cartage of goods. from the wharf.
1'725. There has been no other charge ?-I have not not1ced any other: there would,
of course, be the auctioneer's sale charges.

FRIDAY, 9TH MARCH, 1855.
:-Mr. Hcnty, in the Chair; Mr. D' Arch, Mr. McCulloch.
Mr. William Bayles examined.
1726. You are a merchant, in Melbourne?-Yes.
'Mr. w. llayl••·
1855
'
·1727· . Y ou are connec t ed Wl'th s t earn vesseI s t ra mg between thl's port and Van Oth March,
Diemen's Land ?-Yes.
1728. Is there anything in the present mode of clearing vessels with bonded goods
in which you can suggest any improvement or alteration ?-I can only say that the present
mode acts as a great hardship to steam vessels.
1729. What is the plan adopted now ?-I have never been brought under the present
regulation. We have never had any bonded goods under the present reguhtion. There is
a regulation stuck up in the long room of the Custom House that no vessel can be cleared
on the same day on which she takes on board bondpd goods or goods for drawback. Immediately
on seeing this I applied to the Collector, and he said that there would be no difficulty in the
way, but that we should have to get permission. I think this asking permission is a
restriction on trade. I will give an instance which came under my notice three days ago.
Williams, Marsden and Co. applied to me to know if we would take one hundred chests of
tea. I told them we could not take it until we had got permission from the Collector of
Customs, if they wanted the drawback.
1730. 'l'his was on the day the vessel was to sail ?-No; about four o'clock in the
afternoon of the previous day, and I told them we could not take them without first applying
to the Collector of Customs. They did not carry out their arrangement, and it went no further.
1731. If they had been· prepared to ship could you have taken it without detaining
the vessel ?-I could not have taken it without first asking the Collector of Customs· if we
would be allowed to clear out, and if he had not sanctioned it, we should have had to shut it
out, because after once fixing the time for .the steamers leaving we n(lver wait for any cargo.
1'732. How long has this new order been issued ?-I should think it is a month or
within a month ..
1733. What wa~ the practice previously ?-To ship as much as we could, and get the
entries up.
1734. You were not allowed to clear until the entries were up ?-No.
1'735. Has any reason been assigned for this order; have you any idea why it is?No; I am not aware of any.
· .
1'736. When ·you applied to the Collector did he not assign some reason why a special
application should be necessary ?-I applied to the clerk in the long room, and it went by
message to the Collector.
.
.
1737. It is understood that a vessel would not be allowed to clear unless the searcher's
wanant, either for a shipment of goods under bond or goods under drawback, had been
returned first to the Custom House under the old system ?-Yes; we generally keep a clerk
to get the entries up to the Custom House quickly, for goods exported under bond and for
drawback with the ste:ctmers. That is one thing I should like to bring under the notice of
the Commission, the difficulty of getting the entries sent down to the wharf and returned.
1738. What plan would you propose to meet that difficulty ?-The entries going
down at present is ql.J.ite uncertain.
·
173.9. That is by the Custom House messenger ?-Yes; I do not know whose fault it
is that the entries are not oftener sent down.
1740. You do not know how the entries are sent down ?-They are sent down by the
-Customs' messenger.
,
17 41. You say it has been the custom for the clerks of the merchants clearing their
vessels to look after the entries themselves and bring them up ?-To get them up, not to
·take them down.
17 42. Do you see any objection to that plan being continued ?-I never heard any
objection, with one or two exceptions, under the old system.
1743. Do you think there is any danger of entries being lost by carelessness of the
clerks ?-I can only answer for ourselves; one of our clerks does nothing else; he is on that
duty only.
17 44. He is the clerk you employ for clearing vessels at the Custom House?-Yes.
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'17 46. Do many other merchants have the same? -Yes· with steamers we have to
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1746. Supposing others wanted to use the same despatch, would they have the same
.
facilities ?-Yes.
1747. Have you ever known of an i'nstance of an entry being lost by such a mode?No; there was one instance where the entry was mislaid, and the ship detained for hours.
·17 ~~· ·By whom was th~,t mislaid? --~y one of the officers of Customs. It ultimately
was found m the long room. The free entnes of goods only go down every two hours and
now we are so tied for time, wnen the vessel (steamer) is only alongside the wharf 'some
forty-eight hours, or perhaps not so long, so that the entries ought to go down·quicker.
1749. Do the entries riow go down every·two hours ?-Yes; I believe so.
1760. That is down to the wharf?-Yes; I know nothing about entries sent
to the Bay. .
·
1761. May it not happen that a merchant may pass an entry-for exporting goods
from the warehouse, and those goods may be sent down to the wha:rf, and the parties connected with the vessel may say, we will not wait for them, we will clear at once to-day, and -·
those goods may be left on the wharf and have to be returned to the warehouse. Do you
think that is one of the reasons for this rule ?-When persons. have come to me to engage
freight for bonded goods I have always told tliem that it is at their own risk and expense to
get the entries and goods on ooard before such a time, so as to leave two or three hours to
get all the papers ready to clear, so that the vessel may not be detained, and the party n:ot
disappointed in getting· his goods shipped. We have never . had an instance where goods
have been short shipped. out of bond.
• .
.
1762. Does this regulation apply to bonded goods only ?-Bonded goods and goods
for drawback.
·
1753. How long have you being doing busines$ in this port ?-About three years.
1764. Has there been any change in the system of the Custom House during that
time that you are aware of?-No.
1766. Do you find the facilities as great now as y~u found them in 1863, or at any
other time ?-Yes, I think so.
1766. You get entries passed and business gone through just as quickly Iiow as
formerly ?-'Ihe only thing is the entries .sent down to the wharf and· being returned up to
.
the jerquer's office quicker and punctually. .
1757. Are you in the habit of receiving goods inwards ?-Yes.
1768. There is no delay then in· any way connected with the Customs ?-No; we
have not had any. Every officer in the Customs is willing to oblige in every possible way
they can. We have to use despatch in getting the steamers away.
·
1769. Eoth as respects inward entries as well as outward, a more frequent communication from 'the Custom House to . .the wharf would be desirable ?-It would be certainly
·
·
.
.
desirable.
17 60. How often ?- I think they ought to send down every hour.
1761. Do you think that would be.sufficient ?-I think so.
.
1762. Do you ever find any difficulty, on the arrival of ships, from goods .·not being
entered at the Customs, no entries being passed by the consignees of goods?-Yes.
1763. How do you get over that difficulty ?-By passing the entries ourselves. Abou~
· Six mol)ths ago I had to employ a Custom House agent, for which, I suppose I paid from
lOs. to 20s. each steamer· for. clearing the manifest; and having clerks,. I was anxious to
pass the entries myself, and they (the Customs) would not all.ow me.
·
1764. Who would not allow you ?-'Some person in the long room. I could not fix
' .on the clerk. They would not_allow me to pass entries inwards for goods not belonging to
me. I then took out a license as a· Custom House agenJt. Mr. Hatch was my surety, and
he became insolvent, and they (the Customs), applied to me for a fresh bondsman. I said,
" Very well, I will get one ;" but ~n -the· meantime I learnt that othe:; ~ouses wereallowed
to clear the manifests of vessels which they were agents for. I then applied to the Collector,
and told him this, and he said he did not know why it should be so; and I told him ~t was
the ~ase and I thought it hard to call upon me for sureties when he didnot call upon other.
parties, 'and I cited two parties who.cleared their own manifests without.giying security, or
being licensed Custqm'House agents.·
·
.
.
·
1766. Giving security, how ?-I had to take out a heense as Custom House ~gent.
1766. How long a time is necessary to elapse before you could clear the mamfest ?._..,..
We generally clear the manifest on the morning of the day when the vessel is to be cleared
.out at two or three o'clock.
· ·
·
1767. How long do your ships usually lie at. the wharf from the time they arrive to
the time they. clear out ?-On the average two days.
.
.
··
1768. Then you allow twenty-four hours to elapse aft~r the arrival of the ship b~fore
you pass the entries?-Yes.
· ·
·
·
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1770. Do you intimate in any way to the public that certain entries are not passed,
and you will pass them ?-No.
1771. Do you not think it advisable that should be insisted upon ?-I do not see how
it could be carried out in reference to steamers.
·
1772. For -instance, supposing a quantity of cargo is coming, consigned to a house
here, and that house has no bill of lading or advice, or from some mistake does not come
forward; miO'ht
it not be just to announce publicly that certain goods are on board consigned
0
to so and so ?-You could not do that with steamers, the time would not allow; and most
goods are consigned to order ; and if there is no bill of lading produced, the goods are landed
and stored. We find this necessary on account of people getting away goods by producing
the invoice with9ut the bill of lading.
1773. Have you found any objection to the system of landing goods so early after
arrival; have you had any complaints from consignees of goods·?-None.
.
1774. You are a Custom House agent ?-Yes; but Messrs. Mackay, Baines and Co.,
. and Messrs. Westgarth, Ross and Co. are hot Custom House agents, and they clear the
manifests.
1775. The law provides that a clerk of any house may do the business of that house
without a license ?--Yes, he can pass entries for goods consigned to them, but not clear the
manifest of the vessels for which they are agents. I only act as Custom House agent t(J
clear the manifests of those vessels which I am agent for.
.
.
.
1776. Do not those houses to which you have referred merely enter their vessels and
pass their entries for themselves, and then all the other parties pass their own entries?No. I have been to the Collector upon the subject, and he said he would give orders that
no agent for vessels should be allowed to pass entries to clear the manifests, but no orders
.
have been given.
1777. What objection do you see to the consignee of the ship having power to pass
entries to clear the vessel ?-I see no objection to that.
1778. You say you feel it a hard case ?-I feel it a hard case to be called upon to
give security for acting as a Custom House agent for clearing the manifests of vessels which
I am agent for. They compelled me. to be a Custom House agent. I cannot clear the
manifest of a vessel for which I am agent unless I ain a Custom House agent; whereas
:Mackay, Baines and Co., and Westgarth, Ross and Co. are allowed to clear the manifests of
vessels for which they are agents, without being Custom House agents.
1779. Do you mean by clearing the manifest passing entries for all·the goods ?-Yes,
all those for which the entries have not been passed by' the consignees.
.
1780. Is it not the general practice for parties to whom goods are consigned to pass
their own entries here, or employ an agent ?-Some do it ; not all of them.
1781. It sometimes happens that consignees do not apply in time to allow the ship to
be discharged ?-Just so.
·
1782. Does it not sometimes happen that the goods are discharged before the entries
are passed ?-Yes, sometimes, but nothing but free goods.
1783. Is that done with the concurrence of the landing waiter ?-~'he landing waiter
is there. It is to give facilities for getting steamers away. We count ourselves passenger
vessels, and we have to keep time with the public.
.
1784. In the event of goods not being claimed, do you remove them, or do the Custom
House authorities ?-We remove them.
1785. Whether there is freight due upon them or not?-Yes.
1786. Do you act as a Custom House agent in general ?-No; only with reference to
·
my own vessels.
1'787. Are there many outdoor Custom House agents ?-I do not know.
1788. What do you suppose would be the value to each of the agents who have seats
in the Custom House of that accommodation a,s an office ?-The advantage of the position is
great.
1789. What do you think· would be the value of the accommodation, coupled with
the advantage of position there, there being four firms who have accommodation in the
Custom House ?-Judging from the times, I should say, whatever the value was twelve
or eighteen months ago, it is reduced 50 per cent. now. I consider that Custom House
agents do not do so much by 50 per cent. now as they did twelve or eighteen months ago.
1790. And rents are reduced also ?-Yes.
·
1791. Those gentlemen indoor have no other business than that, have they ?-None,
except Mr. Foxton.
.
1792. He has a bonded warehouse?-Yes,
1793. Has he any other business ?-I cannot say for a fact, although I sometimes
.think he is engaged in some other business.
.
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1794.
For transacting his bonded warehouse business he has an office at the bonded
· h
·? y
ware ouse . - es.
_
1795, Supposing' he had any other business, where .would he transact it ?_.:.Not at
the Customs.
_
·
_ _ · 1796 ..- What is the name of the firm of the Custom House agents with which J\Ir.
Foxton is connected ?-'-Foxton and Hunt.
1797; And what is 'the firm of the bonded warehouse ?-Foxton alone.
1798. Is there a firm of- Custom House agents under the name of Dredge and
Thomas ?-Yes.
,
·
1799. Do they do'other business ?--;1\.fr. Dredge himself has a store, and I think he
has an office also in Market-square, at his store.
•
1800. Do you think these Custom House agents, inside the Custom House, are
any advanta 'to the public in giving information and so on ?-I think so.
. _ 18 . .Po you think they relieve the clerks in the' long room to any extent in giving
that information
cannot answer to that.
,·
1802. In what way do you thhik they are an advantage ?-They are an advantage,
·be_cause if you go to the Custom House ,and make certain applications with reference to clearing vessels, you have not to go a_ny further to get. your entries or information. You go to the·'
.Custom House agent, and he is there· on the 'spot for signing bonds for export of goods,
and so on.
, .
1803. The Custom House agent charges for that?-Yes.
1804. Still you think it is an advantage they should be there ?-Yes; Ithink it an
'advantage to the public.
·
·
.· ·
,
1805. What may it be worth to them being in that position, instead of ·being outdoor
·agents ?-It is an advantage, but I could not estimate the value.
1806. Do you not think an outqoor Custom House agent would scarcely get any
business to do?.:_Very little. .
.
.
1~07. Tlien that gives a sort of monopoly to the four indoor Custom House agents?1les.
·
1808. Their business is falling off, in what wa.y ?--Many merchants do their own
·business themselves.
,
1809. Then it is not from the falling off of the business of the place, but from the
merchants employing their own clerks ?-The times have changed, and merchants employ
'their own clerks.
,
.
1810. The imports are less now, and the number of arrivals and shipping business is
less ?.:.,..Yes.
·
1811. YoU: say the falling off of the Custom House agents' business arises as much
from the merchants employing their own clerks to do the business as from anything else?From the two reasons combined.
·
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·· PRESENT :-Mr. Henty, i~ the Chair; Mr. D' Arch, Mr. McCulloch.
Alfred Ross, Esq., M.L.C., examined.
A. Ross, Esq.,
1812. You are a merchant; in Melbourne ?-Yes.
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1813. Have you had considerable experience in Custom House business ?:._I have
had, but latterly perhaps I do not know so much about it as my own clerks.
18l4. ·Are you aware whether there is anything in the system here which, in your
opinion, can be improved with a view to· facilitate business ?-I can hardly point out any
'cular thing; but I have no doubt the business could' be much more simplified than it is;
1·
m the accounts I have from my clerks, it appears to be more complicated than it was
formerly; there are more entries to make and difficulties thrown in the way in that shape.
I understand they have three manifests now to ma.ke instead of two, and four entries,instead
. of three, ~nd many forms of that kind, and many forms that we had not at all two or three
. years ago. It takes a long time for them to get a ship entered ; formerly we could get -a
ship entered in a few hours, but now, if she has a large cargo, much longer time is occupied,
· , in consequence of the additional manifests now required, and which must give more work to
the Customs also ; and I cannot think it can be any great security to the Government
1815. Have you ever had any complaints from masters of ships in the Bay for want
.of entries ?-Not latterly, not within tho last two or three months; but formerly v:ery great
complaints were maJ.e, and I suppose there being no complaints now arises from there being
•
much less business than there was two or three months ago.·
1816; How often are entries sent down·now ?-:-Once a day.
1817. ·Do you think it.would be an advantage to have them sent down oftener·?--'-
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1818. Under any 'circumstances you would think twice a day would be desirable ?· .
.
Yes; I think it should be twice a day.
.
1819 .. Did you know anything of that regulation that has lately been put out by the
Customs here, by which they will not clear any ship on the same day on which she takes
bonded goods on board ?-Yes, that is a very troublesome matter too ; if you take bonded·
goods on board you are generally three or four days afterwards before you can get the vessel
cleared; that I think might be remedied.
1820. Do you know the cause of the delay ?-It arises from the entries going down:
to the Bay and back again before the vessel can be cleared. As far as I can see, there
should not be that delay ; the captain of a vessel is· allowed to take down bonded goods with
him, but the Customs will not allow him to take the entry down ; that might be telegraphed,
which would facilitate the thing very materially; at present a delay of some three or four
days frequently occurs.
'
1821. Has there not recently been an order issued by the Collector that no vessel
shall clear on the same day that she takes bonded goods on board ?-I am not certain; I
believe there is such an order.
1822. Supposing the· box in which the entries go down, went twice a day up and
down, would not thttt facilitate vessels in clearing?-Very greatly; there is a railway now
down to Sandridge, by which the entries could be forwarded to the Bay.
1823. For instance, an entry of spirits from the warehouse might go down by the
morning box, have it duly endorsed, "Shipped," and come back in the afternoon ?-Yes; in
time to clear that day, or at any rate the next morning; there ought not to be more than one
day's delay.
·
, 1824. What, in your opinion, would be the best hours for the box to go down ?-With
the object of getting the vessel cleared the same day, I should say eleven, but certainly not
·
later than twelve.
1825. The box going away at eleven, the entry could be on board the vessel when?By twelve, and you might allow till two to get the entries completed.
1826. Supposing the box were to return at one, then the vessel could clear at two?Yes; they could have. all the papers ready) and merely then require this document shewing
that the bonded goods were on board.
·
1827. This present order which has just been issued prohibits the ship being cleared
out on the same day, although even the entries are returned back to the Custom House ?-It
is rather going behind the age; hitherto every facility used to be given, if you got your papers
booked you could clear the ship; there is hardly a week now without some new order being
issued by the Collector. .
1828. Are you aware that notice is required to be given twenty-four hour~ before a
.
ship clears out ?-Yes.
1829. Is that in any way objectionable ?-I think they might do it with less notice;
I believe they require to make some search through their books, and therefore require· a notice
of some kind, but whether they would require twenty-foui· hours' notice or not I do not know.
1830. Have you found any difficulty with the Collectot in clearing a vessel within the
twenty-four hours, provided all the entries were right ?-I think if one of my shipping clerks
were examined, the Board would get more general information from him than from me; it is
only when there is a complaint they come to me, and then I have to go down to see to it;
formerly I was more familiar with the working of the Customs than I am now.
1831. Do you know anything of the system of over time ?-There is a system of
.
·
paying for extra hours.
1832. Do you approve of that ?··-With the consent of the merchant I do not see any
objection to it, but if the merchant objects to lmving his ·goods landed after four, I do not
think it would be right.
1833. You do not think it would be right to grant the ·power to lightermen ?-:Certainly not, it might involve the loss of goods to us, especially in the winter time; they
might land goods over time, especially if they were damaged, and then might say, "We landed
them last night in good condition, and your clerk was not here."
1834. There cannot be so much objection to working over time in the Bay ?-No;
the ship has to take account of it there, and the captain is desirous perhaps of getting the
cargo out as soon as possible, and it is a matter of arrangement between the lighterman and
the captain.
1835. Have you ever had any of your goods moved into the .Custom House yard
from the wharves f-We have had, some months ago, in consequence of their not being
moved from the wharf in time.
.
1836. Was any notice gi:ven to you ?-Yes; generally by Mr. Campbell, who wa~
on the wharf.
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1837. He is the Harbor Master, is he not ?-I think that is his designation.
1838. There are wharfingers now on the wharf, are there not?-Yes.
1839. Do you know anything of th~ ch3:rges made on those goods sold in the Custom
House yard ?-No; but I think it is only the· carta:ge and actual expenses. incurred; I
believe thet;e is no rent charged ; we have had very few cases indeed. I have generally so
~any clerks on the wharf it is a rare case to have goods left there.
,
1840. You are not at all aware of the all).ount received for goods removed from the
wharf last year ?_:_No, I am not; I have not seen the return·.
1841. The amount set forth here is £1845 1s., on which £1151 3s. were the charges;
should you think these charges heavy ?-Many of these things would be sold at a greq.t
sacrifice; for instance, I have seen a. large quantity of broken granite stone, bricks, and
· lime, and a lot of rubbish there, that many people would not remove, so that the expenses
upon that would be very great, and then, at many of those sales, goods are sold for half or
quarter ofwhat a merchant could get for them. '
.
·
.
. 1842. Then they would be sacrificed by that system of removing them to the Customs
yard?-Yes.
.
·
1843. When it is wished, to see the Collector on any matter of difficulty arising, is it
necessary to write to him ?-No; I never wrote to him, ·I have been in to see him, but
seldom found him at his office, he is. so much taken up with other public matters•.
1844. Do you think it objectionable that .the Collector of Customs at this port should
be a member of the Executive or Legislative Councils ?-I think it would be better that he
should be confined entirely to the Custom House ; I think the duties are so important now
that it is necessary to have the Collector at all times on the spot during the hours of
. business, or if he went away it ·should be hut a limited time in the middle of the day; there
should be stated hours when the public would be certain of finding him there.
1845. Has it always been the case that the Collector here has been a member of the
Executive and Legislative Councils ?-Mr. Cassell was a member both of the Executive and
Legislative Councils. He was only a short time in the Legislative Council before he died.
I think it may be desirable that the Collector of Customs should be a member of the
Legislative Council, for when Customs matters are coming forward, he would be there to
answer them·; but I do not think he need be there _always, although by three o'clock the
Customs business is generally over. If he were off committees entirely, I think it might be
desirable that he should be a member of the Legislative Council. His duties at the
Executive Council take him away in the middle of the day, and that I .think is very
objectionable.
.
·
1846. In case of the Collector's absence, to whom would you apply if you wanted
any important m;ttter_settled ?-To the landing surveyor.
1847. You consider him the second officer in the port?-Yes.
1848. You would not apply to the Collector's chief clerk ?-Certainly not, unless I
we:re referred to him by the landing survey9r. I always make a point of going to the next
in office.
1849. Are you aware that there has been a change in the system of Custom House
management Q.ere ?-I should think it has been turned upside down, by what I can see
of it in going in and out.
•
·
1850. It would appear that there has· been an office of chief clerk created ?-So I
observe by the Estimates.
1851. It would appear that he is acting for the Collector in his absence ?-1 was not
aware, of that; there are _so many clerks in the Collector's private office, that I do not know
who is chief and who not; and I think that is. very objectionable. If you want to see the
Collector upon any private matter there are half-a-dozen people there in the room, which is
·
not at all times desirable. ·
1852. So far as you are 9oncerned, any application you have to make you make as
you did, before this change was made ?-I do not think it is necessary to recognise any
·
change of this kind unless it is made public.
1853. Do you think the novelties th~t have been introduced into the department have_
been an improvement ?-Certainly not; because we haye now much more difficulty; in Mr.
Cassell's time we could· go in and get answers from Mr. Cassell immediately, yes or no at
once, but here there are so many references that it causes great delay.
1854. Is that delay on account of the heads of departments within the Custom
House ?-Yes; there are. too many of them I think.
1855. Are you aware whether that arises from Mr. Childers' previous inexperience in
CustOm House business ?-I should fancy it did ; I do not see how else it could arise; the
Customs is a department that a gentleman cannot go into and. learn in a day. I know that from
twenty-one years' experience, I was eight and a half years constantly in the Custom House
at home, and always learning something new, and it required you to be quite up to every
rule and regulation, and every officer's duty.
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1856. You would think it very inadvisable that the Collector of Customs should be A. Ro.., E"~o.
changed frequently?-Very.
•
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1857. That is to say provided he had not had previous experience ?-It should not
be a stranger coming in, but a person thoroughly acquainted with Custom House duties.
I look upon that as one of the most important departments under the Government ..
1858. Could not the Collector's presence in the Legislative Council be dispensed with,
by his communicating what information he had to members of the Government ?-It might
be; but I do not see that the objection is so great if he goes there after three o'clock, and if
his time is not taken up with committee business; but in a port like this, there must be a great
deal to do in the Customs even after three o'clock.
1859. In England, Custom House officers are not allowed to interfere with any
political matters or elections whatever ?-No; it is expressly forbidden. I think ·it is not
absolutely necessary at all that the Collector should have a seat in the legislature, and the
public would certainly not suffer in Custom House business by his being out of the Legislative
Council.
1860. Besides the greater facility which you think should be given for .the transport
of entries up and down to the Bay, are they not rather unfrequent to the wharf?-I think
they might have it every hour to the wharf, it is not so far; they could have a boy-messenger.
1861. Is there any other change that you think would be conducive to the interest
of the mercantile body here ?-At the moment I cannot recollect; but I think if some of the
Custom House clerks from the merchants' offices were examined, they would be able to give
the Board more practical information than I can now. I think if the Customs were reduced
to the same staff as at Mr. Cassell's death, it would, in all probability, be found sufficient.
The press of business in 1853 was considerably greater than it'is now.
1862. Is it not the practice at home that a man must work his way up to be a
Collector ?-Yes.
1863. Are you aware whether a tide waiter is put on board every ship in the Bay ?It would require a large number of tide waiters to keep one on board every ship ; formerly
there were so few vessels that the tide surveyor could go round and visit them.
1864. Do you think it is an efficient check, a single man being on board a ship as
tide waiter ?-I do not think so ; it is not found so in England even.
1865. 1.'he question is whether none would not be as good as one ?-Where there are
spirits on board they might have a man on ·board, and the hatches sealed down at night.
Formerly the tide surveyors went round and sealed the hatches in the evening, and went
round in the morning and opened them again, and there was never any difficulty found
then.
1866. That was continued up to 1854 ?-I do not know when the alteration took
place. •
1867. Byhaving a few more tide surveyors, do not you think that 'might be a sufficient
check against smuggling, those men pulling .about in the Bay ?-1.'ide surveyors do
more good than any of the tide waiters, but the number now employed should be sufficient for
preserit work.
1868. You are aware that there are Custom House agents inside the Custom
House ?-Yes; there always have been.
1869. Are you aware whether they used to pay rent or not?-I believe never until
latterly.
1870. Do you think it is any advantage to the public their being inside the Custom
House ?-I think so; strangers coming in would not know where to get their entries passed.
.
1871. In that way do they save the clerks in the Customs any trouble ?-Yes; the
clerks can at once refer them to the Custom House agent, and save themselves trouble in
~hat way.
,
1872. Do you know whether there are any outdoor Custom House agents ?-Yes,
some few. There have been always some.
1873. Do those indoor Custom House agents confine themselves entirely to the
business of Custom House agents ?-I believe so; I do not know.
187 4. The outdoor Custom House agents do not? -They do all kinds of business.
1875. The very circumstance of strangers coming, and being referred to those
Custom House agents, is a great advantage to those agents ?-They have an advantage over
the outdoor agents.
1876. There are four firms within the House, are there not ?-Yes.
1877. Do you know the accommodation they have in the Custom House ?-A very
small room.
1878. What do you think would be value of that room?-You must take into
account the privilege of their being in the Custom House. I think the rent should not be
less than £100 a year to each firm. The space each takes is only sufficient for a desk and a.
clerk. Formerly they were in the lobby. I do not know that they pay in any other
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rent. They have to get permiSSIOn to be there,· and 1t 1s found to be a great convemence to
the public.
1879. You are not sure whether they pay or not?-I do not think they pay.
1880. Do you know'how they are in Sydney, whether they pay there?-Formerly
they did not. I do not know now whether they do or not. They were also in the lobby
there. I do not know whether they have got a room in the new Custom House there.
1881. ~Vith regard to ships arriving here, does it frequently happen that entries are
not p.tssed by the consignees of goods in time to allow the discharge to go on?-Very
frequently.
1882. Wlw.t time has to elap1le before entries can be passed ?-Four days I think
it is.
.
1883. Is that too long?-Far too long,as until the entries for all the upper portion
of .the cargo are passed, the rest of the cargo cannot be got out; many persons who have a;
bad m~rket for their goods, or wanti_ng to get lighters from Geelong, or what not, and knowing
they have got those four days, are not disposed to pass their entries early.
~
1884. What time would you say should be allowed to elapse ?-I think it.should not
exceed forty-eight hours.
.
1885. Would it be any inconvenience to those parties who had goods that the entries
should be passed, supposing ygu passed the entries for them ?-A party might wish to
transship his goods either to Geelong, or to Van Diemen's Land, or Sydney, and if I passed
the·entries, and the goods w.ere put into a lighter, there would be the expense of transshipping
them again, and for that reason I think some time should be given; but four days is far too
long, and if the emigrants' luggage were underneath, you would have the poor, unfortunate
captain brought up under the Act lately introduced into the Legislative Council by M;r:
Smith.
·
, .· 1886. Can you enter these goods yourselves ?-The law says, according to my reading,
that we can, the Collector says we cannot; but on remonstrating with him he allowed it.
The law .says, " the ship, the captain, or his agent." Now the consignee of the vessel _is
the agent of the captain, and he is the person who according to law should pass the entry.
The Collector wants to make the Custom House agents pass them.
1887. Does he insist upon that still?-We have had to see the Collector about it,
and he has allowed. us to do it.
1888. Can you see any harm that adses from the agent of the ship being allowed to
clear his manifest by passing entries ?-Quite the reverse. I should think he must be quite
·as well acquainted with the nature of the goods as the Custom House agents, because he
holds. the bills of lading, which generally contain a sufficient description of the .goods for·
the entry.
.
· 1889. Is this regulation of allowing four days to elapse before passing entries estab-lishel by law ?-I do not know: There have been so many new forms and notices that l
have lost sight of the Act now altogether.
.
_ . 1890. Do you know the Custom House hours here ?-From t~n to four I believe.
1891. When do they shut for public business ?-It used to be half-past two or three,.
I am. not certain about it. They, cannot take money after· half-past two, on account of the
bank closing :Lt three o'clock; but there are many entries where there is no money to be
paid, and they continue taking those e_ntries I think till three o'clock.
.
1892. Would it be an advantage to have the Custom House open for such entries
until four o'clock?-It would be a great advantage, ifthe box went down the next morning.
Mr. William Wood Leslie examined.
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1893. You wish to give evidence to the Board upon some matters in reference to the
PtJ• :uareh,lsr"". Customs?-Yes.
1894. Yon will be_ar in mind that the Board are not sittin~ for the purpose of taki11g
personal matters into consideration in any shape or way. Anything, therefore, of a
personal nature you may wish to state to the Board you must withhold. It is simply in
.reference to the system that the Board wish for information, and anything you can suggest
with regard to-the system of management of the Customs, where you have_had experience,
the Board will gladly receive; beyond that they cannot go. You have been employed in
the Customs department ?-:-Yes.
.
·
1895. For how long?-From the 1st day of, Februn,ry, 1853, until the lOth of
October last, 1854.
·
.
1896. You are not n9wjn the Customs service ?.-No.
_ . 1897. Have you been employed in the service pf the Customs elsewhere?-Yes, at
the port of Leith, in Scotland.
· 1898. For how long ?-Frorp. tha 4th of December, 1844, to the 16th of March,

--··----------
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1847, as a supernumerary tide waiter, .and from that time (16th March, 1847) till July Mr. W.'_V.Leslie,
·
con!mued,
. h d "d
17th, 1852, as an establ IS
e t1 e wruter.
,
I2th~tarch,l855.
1899. What office did you hold in the Customs here ?-The same, tide waiter.
1900. Where were you stationed ?-At Williamstown first, and afterwards at Point
~~

.

·
1901. Were you placed on board ship at- Williamstown ?-Yes; from the 8th of
January, 1854, to the month of May, 1854, I was at Sandridge; but that in the same
department and capaci~y as ~t Williamstown. I landed about. four P.~ •. and boarded about
eight A.M. from Sandridge, JUSt. as I had done and as others d1d at W1lhamstown.
1902. Have you any suggestion to make in reference to the employment of tide
waiters ?-I expected that the Board would· take all the information about the system of
·
tide waiting from me.
1903. :!'he Board will take any information with regard to the system ?-Perhaps I
might proceed to say what the system was, and shew that as the system existed it was
actually useless.
1904. If you have any views to offer upon the present system the Board will be glad
to receive them. Have you any knowledge of the existing system ?-I had a perfect knowledge of the practice while I was in the service; but I believe that a slight alteration has
taken place since I left.
1905. When did you leave the Customs ?-In the month of October last. On the
lOth of October, 1854.
1906. Has any change taken place in the system of tide waiters since then that you
are aware of ?-I have no personal knowledge of it; but I believe, from what I hear from
other tide waiters, that it is so, with little or no advantage to the revenue however.
1907. Was there any change in the system from the time you joined the service in
1853, to the th:)le you left ?-I do not recollect any except relating to the entries for
free goods. Entries were first authorised to be issued to the tide officers for free goods
as well as bonded goods during the time I was in the service. Formerly goods represented
as free were landed without entries being forwarded to the tide officers. This notice was
issued by the Collector during the tim~ I was in the service, immediately after an investi~
gation had been held on the representatiOns made by me to the Collector.
The witness read the same, which is as follows : " Custom House,
.
.
" Melbourne, 26th JanuaiJ', 1854.
" In consequence of the abuse whleh has 8ttended the temporary relaxation of the law as regards the
landing of free goods prior to entry: Notice is hereby given, that on and after the 5th FebruaiY next no goods
whatsoever will be allowed to be discharged from any ves6cl until the provisions of the Cuotoms Regulation Act
pave been complied with.
(Signed)
" HUGH C. E. CHILDERS,
~' Collector of Customs."

1908. Will you state to the Board the system pursued during the time you were in
the service ?-Vessels arriving in Hobson's Bay were allowed to remain there unguarded
until they were .ready for discharging, without having any attenti•;m paid to them by the
tide officers. When entries were passed for bonded goods at the Custom House in
Melbourne, they were sent down daily per a despatch box to the tide surveyor's office at
Williamstown, and by him, or his. assistants, they were daily put on board ships, and the
master or mate of the ship directed to hoist the Union Jack for a tide waiter, when they
were ready to proceed to deliver, but they got instructions at the same time to land free
without an officer when they got a lighter. IJ.'he tide waiters were too few in number
the ships that were in the Bay, but they were generally put on board ships that were
believed to have a large quantity of bonded· goods on board. Other vessels were allowed to
discharge without any officers being on board ; but a true knowledge of the description of
goods was only obtained after the goods were brought to Melbourne wharf, except in the case
of ships where a tide waiter was stationed during discharging hours. In that case the tide
waiter got directions from the tide surveyor and his assistants to open all packages he might
think fit on board ship, to see the kind of the goods, vi~., whether they were dutiable or
free; but, to the best of my ju~gment, all this was entirely useless for the discovery or
prevention of smuggling. A "boat note," or" lighter note," containing the tide waiter's
copy of the chief mate's account, was forwarded with most of the lighters to the wharf,
1909. IJ.'hat was the system pursued ?-Yes.
1910. Do you consider there is anything wrong in that system, or could you suggest
any improvement in it ?-I consider it wrong for a tide officer to open packages of cargo, or
in any way alter them, as frequently damage occurred to the goods in consequence and
it is not legal to do so in any port of the United Kingdom.
'
1911. Do you mean when there is no ~ntry passed ?-In any case no officer is entitled
to open packages of cargo unless he be a landm~ surveyo:r or ~landing waiter, and he only
after the goods are l!Lndeg.
·
CusTOMs.-u.
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1912. -But here you say they have authority to open them ?-I do not say they have.
That
practice was also useless as regarded the revenue, because the officers seldom opened packages
on board of comfortable s ·
As a regular thing almost, they took the word of the
captain or mate who used th
well that such anrl such .packages were free.
1913. What system would you recommend as regards tide waiting ?-I think that
unless there are a sufficient number of tide waiters to board every ship arriving from foreign
ports, and without strict supervision, it is quite unnecessary or useless to have any tide
waiters at all.
1914. Then you think tide waiters may be dispensed with altogether ?-Either
entirely dispensed with or much increased in number.
1915. Do you not think one tide waiter on board a ship is a check upon a ship discharging goods without paying duty? - I do· not think that, untrained as they are, they are
of any use at all. Besides, they are very frequently removed from a ship ; they nre very
seldom more than two or three consecutive days at a ship, and sometimes only a few hours
when the lighters may happen to be alongside. Sometimes they are put on board a vessel for
the purpose of seeing th~ putting over of a few packages and giving a "lighter note" of the
same, which may be merely taking account of them as they go over the side into the lighter;
and then they leave again, and the· ship's hatches are always open before and after the
discharge; consequently if it were the object of the captain or his mates to smuggle any
goods on shore they would have full opportunity to do so both during the day and night.
1916. Did you seal the hatches of the lighters when you left the ship ?-That was
the practice with bonded goods, or goods supposed to be bonded; but if they were free, or
described by the ship's mates as being free, they were not sealed up generally. Sometimes
they might have been so, when there were plenty of officers and plenty of seals at hand; but
the officers, in my opinion, knew very little about that duty, for they were not sailors, nor
had they been instructed properly in their duties by any superior officer who had gone through
that duty' himself. Consequently the bulkheads might be open, or might have doors in
them, and then the sealing the hatches would be useless. I have very often seen the seals
put upon the hatches so as to secure the bars but not the boards.
1917. Do not the inspectors and tide surveyors examine as to those things ?-There
was no inspector at any time ; no person described by that title. ~rhe tide surveyor and his
assistants appeared not to apprehend any real danger to the revenue.
1918. How frequently did the tide surveyor visit the ships you were on ?-During
the hours I >vas on board, as nearly as I can recollect, I think he only visited the ships on
which I was on board four times all the time I was in Hobson's Bay, both at Williamstown
and Sandridge.
·
1919; Any one of the tide surveyors ?-I mean tide surveyor. There were assistant
· tide surveyors. . .
. .
.
1920. Did the assistant tide surveyors visit you ?-Sometimes they did.
1921. How often did they visit you ?-They always put the tide waiters on board,
myself among the rest, daily, and took them off again; but their other visits, which appeared
to 'be quite casual, I never conceived to be official, or intended to be a check upon me, until
after my report of the 27th December, 1853, after which I was visited out of spite.
1922. What object had they in going to the ship but to be a check upon the tide
waiters; did they initial your book ~-I never had a book in this Colony but one, and that
one book was never enquired after, and I brought it with me to-day for the very purpose of
shewing it, and indeed I have no objection to leave it.. It was never asked for f1·om me, 3:nd
never was initialled. (The witness produced the same.) At the port of Leith the tide
1JUrveyor was bound by his instructions to visit the tide waiters at least once a day, and put
down the date and hour of his visit and his initials in tl)e tide waiter's blue book. 'l'hat
book was afterwards examined by the jerquer, and was a mutual" check upon the tide
surveyor and upon the tide waiter, because it shewed that they were both at their posts at
that hour.
1923. When did you get this book? -On the 13th day of the 2nd month
in 1854.
·
1924. What became of the warrants you got ?-They were always put on board the
ship to the mast~r or mate, and allowed to go away with the ship.
1925. Were they not returned with the ship's papers to the Custom House?-No;
they were not.·
. ,
·
.
.
.
1926. You considered yourself of no use on board these ships ?-I did through the
want of system consider niyself almost of no use, but I considered myself different from and
more useful than the rest of the tide officers, in consequence of my having been in tl}e home
service and I endeavoured to make myself of use in various ways; but some of those things
would/! suspect, be foreign to your enquiry, and infri
the rest~ictions yo~ have imposed
upon me. I made two seizures, I might say three, w
I was m the serVIce. I do not

Mr.w. w.I.esue,

J2tl~~;;~~~~:1so5. any higher authority than that of the tide surveyor; I know they had his authority.
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consider them Of SO much importance in themselveS aS from the facts they are fitted to illustrate lfr conttnuf3d,
W.!Y.L•>lie;
as regards the revenue.
i2th !<!areb, 1855,
1927. Was the opening of cases done in the presence of the tide surveyor ?-No;
by his authority it was done in his absence. The tide waiters were authorised by the tide
surveyor and his assistants to do it.
1928. Is that so now ?-It was so in Hobson's Bay all the time I was in it; it was so·
also at Point Henry up to the date of my suspension from duty there.
·
1929. The tide waiter was instructed or authorised to open cases without any superior
·
officer being present?-Yes; and I brought an instance of the abuse of that practice before
the Collector in the month of May last year, and in dealing with such matters a great deal
of difficulty existed, because my motives were liable to be imputed to feelings of animus
acrainst the individuals connected with them. The officer alluded to was on board the
ship one day during my absence and . he kept no tally, although he, like every otl:er tide
waiter was supposed to do so. At mid-day he broke open a case of beer, branded dtamond
B and took a bottle out of it, and ordered the steward to place it on the table for his use, and
h~ absoh,1tely did consume it there in the presence of the officers of the ship, and stated that
tide waiters at this port might do so when they pleased. The mate of the ship remonstrated
with him about it at the time.
1930. Do you know this of your own knowledge ?-The officer confessed it to me the
following nicrht after. I had been the next day on board the ship, and the mates and people
in the ship"" told me of it; and also another tide waiter, from the same port of Leith, who
was a passenger in that ship, and was present when it was done, and who is now in the
service of the Customs here, and ready to give his evidence to that effect. I have no doubt
that was very frequently done by the tide waiters in Hobson's Bay.
1931. Was the matter enquired into ?-I reported it .to the Collector on the 3rd
day of May, but he appeared desirous to overlook it, with other things as bad, altogether.
It was a very bad system or practice, in my opinion, and extremely different to what the
waterguard practice is at home. Very often I have seen a crowbar knocked into goods of a
very costly description, spoiling the goods, for the purpose of raising one of the sides of
the case.
1932. That was broken open to shew the Custom House officer?-Yes; to satisfy
himself that the goods were not liable to duty.
1933. Was the system tl•e same at Point Henry ?~Yes, the very same.
1934. There was a different Collector there?-Yes; but the practice was the very
same when I came there.
1935. Was there any change made ?-The tide waiters and boatmen told me, during
the time I was suspended from duty, viz., from the 27th September to the lOth October
last, that immediately on my suspension the system was changed to some extent.
1936. In what way ?-As regards sealing up stores; that was particularly mentioned
to me.
·
1937. Did they not formerly seal up stores?-:-Very seldom; never unless a ship
had an ~xtraordinarily large quantity.
1938. Who sealed them up ?-Generally the coxswain of the tide surveyor's boa.t.
1939. Under the inspection of the tide surveyor ?-No; the tide surveyor was very
seldom on board ship. He deputed his coxswain generally to do it.
.,
1940. What were the duties of the tide surveyor at Point Henry ?--:His duties were,
I believe, just the same as any tide surveyor should perform.
1941. J:'hat is, going about inspecting?-Yes; on board ships.
1942. And he did so ?-It was just done in the same manner as it had been done here
in Hobson's l3ay before I left; it was very seldom and irregularly done, and it was quite
evident to me at once that the tide surveyors and tide waiters, both at Williamstown and
Point Henry, never had been sufficiently informed or instructed as to their proper duty.
1943. 'Then those gentlemen had not been brought up in the Customs ?-No: certainly not in the tide department; but I am not. aware what the tide surveyor at Williamstown had been, or what his former profession was, but he evidently never had been a practical
tide officer of the Customs. 'l'he tide surveyor at Point Henry had been captain of a ship
previously, so he told me.
1944. Do you think the remissness arose from fault on the part of those tide waiters
themselves, and not from fault in the system ?-From the tide surveyor's ignorance and care~
lessness of the duty, his trust in his political friends, his absence from Hobson's Bay his
speculating in goods, and the tide waiters following his example in these respects, als~ the
entire absence of a code of" Instructions to Tide Waiters," and the want of a rule requiring
officers to report each other for breaches of their instructions. I think there is one great
error prevailing here as regards the Collector. The Collector is not at a home port supposed·
to have been ~ prac~ical tide officer, and the Honorable Board make it an object always to
have one effiCient t1de surveyor at every port of any note, and the Collector had to depend
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chiefly upon the tide surveyor's reports for his information. I do not think it is possible
I2tt~af~,~~~fslls. here for the Collector to be thoroughly acquainted with the ·tide department, or even the
landing department, in all the· minute details, but I think the Collector here has erred
exceedingly in acting on the reports and information of: tide officers when he has had good
reasons for distrusting the truth of their statements or of their reports. The tide surveyor
at Williamstown, besides not visiting the tide waiters properly, used to occupy himself in
other matters.·
1945. This Board has no officer's conduct before it to enquire into, it is the system it
has to deal with ?-Quite so.
·
·
1946. Your recommendation amounts to this, that either the number of tide
waiters ought to be increased, or they ought to be abolished ?-Yes; but increasing the tide
waiters would not be sufficient without giving them ·a code of instructions and introducing !!>
system of mutual check.
1947. What system would you think effective as much as possible to guard the revenue
against ~njury, if the tide waiters were take!1 aw:ty ?-I would recommend that a few efficient
men, who have been bred to the sea, or to boating, or who had been in some way connected
with shipping, should be made tide surveyors.
.
1948. You think that an extra number of tide surveyors should be appointed ?-No;
I think there is a sufficiently large i:mmber. I think about four tide surveyors is quite a
large enough number for the duty they would have. to perform. They would not have so
much duty each to perform nearly in this Bay as the tide surveyor a£ one of the second, or
third class ports at home.
1949. They would have to be more upon the water than now?-Yes; during the day
they would -require to be always afloat.
1950. What would be the best system for the night guard ?-I think the home system
would be the best arrangement, always to be ready to make a run through the Bay and
checking boats departing from ships, and visiting different ships at uncertain times ; not so
much a laborious continuance afloat as a shrewd sort of concealment of their lurking places,
and the time they intend to visit, and then niake a sudden visit, when they do it, to such ·
ships as probably expect them le;1st, with a view to rendering it uncertain to the masters or
mates of vessels or any other parties that would be inclined to· smuggle as to the moment
they might be visited, so that they would be afraid of being pounced upon at the very moment
they attempt to smuggle, or infringe the Customs laws.
1951. There are now five tide surveyors at Williamstown, and bearing in mind this
· night work, do you think that they .would be able 'to do it, because they would have to be up
a great portion of the night performing this duty; are you still of opinion that five would
be sufficient ?-Yes, I think five tide surveyors quite sufficient.
1952. Do you think, with five tide surveyors, a roster might be kept, so as_ not to
mak(J the duties too heavy upon each ?-Yes.
1953. Supposing two boats were obliged to be out rowing about all night, do you
think fi.ve tide surveyors would be sujlicient then ?-Yes, I think five would be sufficient for
the duty altogether. I do not think it would be necessary for the boats to be always pulling
about at night.
·
_
.
1954. How many lighters leave ships in the Bay in the course of a day?-Very
seldom more than one lighter· to a ship.
1955. Taking the whole Bay, how many lighters have left vessels in the Bay in the
course of a day?-When there were eight assistant tide surveyors, each having one-eighth
of the Bay for his district, I think about three might be the highest average from each
district, ltbout twenty-four a day then at most; but I do not think it is nearly so many now, and
· the duty of sealing up lighters requires a very short time. The principal d.uty .in the morn~ng
that the assistant tide surveyors had t9 perform when I was there, was dehvermg the landmg
orders on board of ships, putting them and the tide waiters on board every morning.
1956. Were you in the habit of working extra hours when you were a tide waiter?Yes.
1957. Did you require the sanction of the tide surveyor .for that?-The tide surveyor's
orders to the tide waiters, and to me as one of them, were, that if the captain or mate in
charge of a vessel wanted to work over time, he should make out a request in writing to that .
effect, addressed to the Collllctor, and place it in my hand; and when I had received that, I
·should then allow them to work for that evening, to facilitate the business, and the next
morning also, if the master of the ship required it, on the supposition that during the next
day the application would be granted, and it was invariably granted so far as I am aware;
but I believe if any objection ha~ existed to the grant_ing of it to any -vessel, aris~ng out of
probable danger to the revenue, 1t would have been Withheld. I never knew an mstance of
its being withheld.
.
1958. It was not customary amongst the tide surveyors to grant over time of their
own accord? - I believe it was customary for assistant· tide surveyors and tide waiters to do so.
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1959. Have you known any instance of .that ?-Not otherwise than under professed Mr.W·'Y· Leslie,
·
befiore mentione
·
· d. I never took note of an ·mstance of 12thco-nt.t~ued,
•
• h t he verba1 d"1rectwns
comp1lance
Wit
illa•·eh, ~~n:;.
it; but I believe tide waiters granted it at random, with the approbation and permission of
the tide surveyor and assistant tide surveyors. Indeed the over time practice was one of the
subjects of my report last year.
1960. Your report to whom ?-'l'o the Collector. I know that the ships were charged
3s. an hour for working over time, when no officer whomsoever was in attendance very often,
and that practice was calculated to prevent the revenue from having the protection it otherwise would have had but for the pay awarded.
1961. In what way?-The assistant tide surveyor frequently allowed ships to work
over time evenings and mornings that had no .officer on board, when if there bad been no
pay for working over time he would have put officers then on board ; but the .over time being
3s. an hour, it was an object for him to put that money in his own pocket, consequently to
do that he kept the tide waiters off the ship, and allowed the ships to work without officers.
1962. Do you know that of your own knowledge ?-Yes; it was one of the subjects
of my report.
.
1963. Do you mean to say that vessels were allowed to work over time, no tide
waiters being on board ?-Yes, and that too when tide waiters were at band and available
for the purpose, and anxious to attend.
.
1964. And the ship paid the 3s. an hour to the assistant tide surveyor, and he kept
it himself?-Yes, and after a time it was recorded in a book in the tide surveyor's office.
1965. You do not know that it was not distributed amongst the tide surveyors
afterwards ?-No; -but I believe the assistant tide surveyors made a rule amongst themselves to collect all the over time pay they could obtain in that way, and divide it equallv
•
amongst themselves, excluding the tide surveyor and the tide waiters.

THURSDAY, 15TH MARCH, 1855.
Henty, in the Chair; Mr. D' Arch1 Mr. McCulloch.
Mr. James Caleb Alford examined.
1966. You are shipping clerk in the office of Messrs. Westgarth, Ross and Co. ?-Yes. 1\Ir. J. c. Alfo"t,
1967. Have you the entire control of the shipping business of that house?-Yes.
IfithMareh, 1855•
1968. Have you had any experience in Custom House business before you came into
the Colony?-! cannot say that I know the whole forms of the London Custom House, but
I had some experience there.
-1969. Hav:e there been many changes in the practice or system at the Custom House
here since you have been here ?-They have been numerous.
1970. Do you consider the changes that have been made to be improvements ?-In
some cases, but not in all, decidedly not ; it has generally been to increase the labor of the
merchant or merchant's clerk.
1971. In what way?-In additional forms of entries.
1972. And in the number of entries ?-Yes; also in the forms t6 go through.
19'73. Has there been any addition to the number of manifests required ?-One
additional.
·
1974. How many manifests is it now requisite to make out ?-Three for an entry
inwards.
1975. Was that formerly the case ?-No; there were only two formerly; the addi~
tional one that is now required goes to the tide surveyor, and he hands it to the tide waiter,
who attends the vessel.
1976. That does not apply to vessels that come up the river to the wharf; do they
· require three for those vessels as well ?-'!'hey do; I have given them three; but I can
hardly see what they require with a third in that case.
1977. Do you experience any difficulty in clearing vessels ?-At times we do.
.
1978. Of what nature ?-If a vessel is in ballast there is seldom much difficulty, but
if she carries goods there is considerable difficulty, more especially with the entries if there
are any bonded goods.
1979. In entering a ship inwards, supposing the consignees do not pass the entries,
what is the practice ?-After four days, by the last Act, we are allowed to pass the entries
ourselves to clear the manifest.
.
1980. Do you recollect when that Act w:as passed ?-This is the Act 17th Victoria,
No. 17; it states "or his agent;" the Collector says we have no right to clear the manifest,
and are bound to employ a Custom. House agent for it, and we bad great difficulty at first in
getting his permission to clear.
1981. Does be permit it.now ?-Yes; the·Custom House agents made a complaint.
~RESENT :-Mr.
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C:· Alford, The first vessel we had after the Act passed I gave to a Custom House agent, but I found it
Jot~~,~~~~i!~8:m, so difficult to get him tQ do it, he being so busy; that I found we could do it better ourselves,
an,d without any charge to the ship.
· 1982. What is the object of the Collector of Cusjoms in requiring you to employ a
Custom House agent ?-He seemed to take the view of the case, that without a license we
ought not. to pass entries for other parties.
1983. There is no additional security ?-Not the slightest; because if the Custom
House agent passes it, he only passes it in the name of the agent of the vessel, and makes:
him responsible for it.
·
1984. Do you consider four days' time allowed to elapse is too much ?-I do.
1985. Is it not attended with inconveni~nce to ships ?-Yes, certainly.
1986. Supposing goods were at the top of the vessel about to discharge, and the
entries were not passed for four days, the ship would be prevented from discharging ?-The.
ship would have to put the goods on one side, or else wait. It is in cases of that kind that
it is inconvenient. Sometimes it may happen that there may be no inconvenience from it.
1987. How many days do you think would be sufficient ?-Two days I think would
be quite sufficient.
·
1988. Forty·eight hours ?-Yes.
.
1989. Are you aware whether ships are allowed to clear on the same day that they
take bonded goods on board, if the entries are passed ?-There is no possibility of getting
the entries up in time to do so. I do not know if the entries could be got that there would
be any objection to their ·clearing.
·
.
·
1990. That is assuming the vessels to be in the Bay?-As~uming the vessel to be
in the Bay or at the wharf, there would be great difficulty in getting it done.
·
·
1991. Suppose the goods were shipped in good time in the morning before twelve
o'clock ?-There are a great many forms to go through, and you may have a difficulty of
·getting a weigher to attend the goods from the warehouse to the vessel. There would be
little chance of clearing a vessel. the same day with the present regulations.
1992. But it has been done frequently by the steamers ?-It may be sometimes.
1993. What is the difficulty ?-The principal difficulty is that you may not be able
to get a weigher to go in charge. With free goods you can clear a vessel very well ..
.
1994. Are you aware how many· times the messengers go down from the Custom
House to the wharf?-! believe it is every hour; it is every two hours, or every hour, I will
not speak positively.
·
1995. As regards entries inwards, have you ever found any inconvenience from the
delay in entries going down to the Bay ?-Frequently. I do not think that the entries get
lost up here ; I think it is down there.
1996. Po th~y frequently get lost ?-They frequently get mislaid; they are found
at last; but in many instances I have been to the landing waiter to find whether he ever
did send them down, and he has actually shewn the receipt for them from the tide surveyor's
office·at Williamstown, so that I do not believe the fault lies up here.
1997. Are you aware how often the entries are sent down ?-Once day.
·
.
1998. Can you suggest any improvement in that system; do you think a more
frequent communication would be desirable ?-I do not see much use in the Williamstown
staff at all.
·
1999. But as they are there; do not you think it would be better to have a more
frequent communication, and that it would be more conducive to facilitating the business of
the merchants ?-I dare say it would; but in that case it would be necessary to have more
officers in the Bay to carry them off.
·
2000. Supposing an entry is passed .this morning-the first thing in the morningthat entry does not go down tili late in the day, and the consequence is, supposing those
goods are at the top of the ship, the !)ntry will not get off to that ship till to-morrow
morning, and the ship will be retarded in discharging all this afternoon ?-She would be.
o
2001. If entries were sent down more frequently during the day,. would not that
facilitate the ship's discharge in certain cases ?-Decidedly it would ..
2002. It would be convenient both inwards and outwards ?-Yes, it would be even
of more consequence outwards than inwards.
2003. Are receipts sent up from the tide surveyor's office at Williamstown for
entries that are sent down ?-The entries are· sent down, and the landing waiter appears to
have a. book, which they call the Bay Book ; ~hey number their entries, .and t?en put the·
corresponding number in the book, and the tide surveyor seems to receipt t~Is book~ and,
send it up again. They constantly shew me that book as proof that the entry 1s sent down,
and to shew it is not their fault if it is mislaid ..
2004. Have you occasion often to make that enquiry why entries have not gone
down ?-Yes often, but not so frequently now as we had some months since. ·
2005: Is there any suggestion you. can make with reference to the business with
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lsth March, 1855.
2006. Of what nature ?-I can hardly say that the tide waiters are of any use in
the present way that their business is managed.
·
2007. That does not affect the business here in any way, does it; is.there anything
that you can suggest, with a view to improvement in the transactions of the shipping
business in the Custom House inwards or outwards ?-There are several grievances in the
way of clearing vessels that I think might be remedied.
2008. Will you give the Board a sketch of the proceeding in clearing a vessel
outwards ?-The first operation is to get her entered out. This is the entry out form
(producing the same- Vide .Appendix IJ.).
2009. That is put in when you contemplate clearing a vessel ?-Yes, and when we
have the rummage note, stating the amount of stores, and that there is no cargo.left on board.
2010. Do you provide those forms yourselves ?-Yes, all forms except bonds, and it
is supposed that you must go through that form twenty-four hours before you clear out.
2011. Is there any law for that ?-I do not know that there is any law for it ; that
is the regulation, and I have often enquired the cause, but I have never been able to
ascertain any reaso11 for it. I was merely told, " That is the regulation, and you must
.
abide by it."
2012. They will not clear you without taking that time ?-I would not like to say
they would not; I could get it done as a favor.
•
2013. How long would you think it necessary to wait after passing the entry before
clearing out ?-I do not see the necessity for any time at all for a vessel in ballast; I do not
see any ad van
to be gained by it; vessels generally lea'{e here in ballast; for one ship
going away with oading there n.re twelve that go in ballast, or perhaps more.
2014. Do you think it would be possible to get your papers back so as to clear the
same day if the vessel were lying at Williamstown ?-There would be very little chance of it,
2015. By the Act you would have to get them back by one o'clock ?-:-They do not
act up to that one o'clock regulation; they know there is such an Act, and they can enforce
it if they choose, and they did at first, but they have given it up.
2016. With free goods could you not get the pn.pers back?-With free goods they
would clea.r without the entries being up ; they are not so particular.
2017. How are the entries sent up for bonded goods ?-They come up inthe same
way, in the box that is sent down in the afternoon.
2018. Supposing a merchant chooses to send some one down from his office specially
to bring up the entries, is that done sometimes ?-They usually send a weigher down with
the goods, and then the entry would come back by him. · I can see no reason then why they
should not clear a vessel that day; but then it would take two hours going down and the
return, and taking the goods on board, so that the day. is nearly gone before he could
possibly get up. ·
.
.
2019. Could not goods be sent down by railway ?-Yes, but they would have to be
shipped off.
.
.
2020._ Could not they be alongside the ship in an hour ?-But little chance of doing
so. You must catch the train and catch the steamer ; the steamer does not run every halfhour.
2021. Supposing an outward bound steamer lying at the wharf at Sandridge, if
parties got the goods down and the entries down, could they not get the entries back in time
to clear?-It is possible, but very unlikely.
2022. How long does it take to pass the entries and get the goods from the warehouse ?-To pass the entries does not take long, but it takes some time to deliver the goods.
2023. You think the goods coUld not be sent down and the entries got back in time
to clear ?- I think not.
2024. Could it not be done if mote attention were given to it, and people were more
careful to pass their entries quickly; you might have the necessary papers passed by halfast ten, and the goods out of the warehouse by eleven o'clock ?-The Customs commence
'ness at ten, and by the time you get your bond passed, and the entries through and the
locker's orders, it would be fully half-past ten, then you have to find the landing waiter of
the vessel, and it depends upon whether he has a weigher to attend you.
2025. But merchants might make arrangements for that over night ?-I do not think
they generally make arrangements the previous evening; there was a special landing waiter
called an export officer, who looked after that; that office is abolished now.
2026. And do you think that is abolished with advantage or otherwise ?-I think
having an export officer was a better plan than the present, because he had nothing else to
attend to but that particular duty.
2027. Was he more readily found ?-The landing waiter might be busy or the weighers
be busy, but this export officer had weighers of his own and did nothing else than that.·
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2028. How long is it since that was abolished ?-Within the last month or so.
2029. Have you heard any reason· why it was abolished ?-No.
·
2030. Do you occasionally ship goods by a vessel clearing out on the same day that
you make the shipment?-Very rarely; we have done so, but we endeavour to get it done
before, because we know there is little chance of clearing the vessel ; the entries being sent
down to the Bay is not the only detention that vessels have in their despatch. There is
another very awkward thing occurs in clearing a vessel; the goods may be in a lighter, anrl
well-known to the landing waiter to be in the lighter, but you cannot clear the vessel out
until those goods are landed.
2031. Are you not allowed to clear provided you give a bond ?-Yes, a guarantee that
you will be responsible that the whole of the bonded goods are duly landed.
.
2032. Is that authorised by law ?-I think not, but I should not like to answer
· positively to that ; it seems to me, that if the landing waiter knows the goods are in the
lighter by the boat note, which he is in possession of, they ought to allow the vessel to clear,
because if they cannot trust the tide waiter's boat note, he is no use whatever.
2033. Supposing there were no tide waiter, how would it be then ?-We then could
not clear until the goods were landed, but if they keep tide waiters they might be satisfied
. with their boat notes ; but at the present moment, as they do not depend on them, they are
of little use. We have a vessel now at this moment which has been detained two days in
consequence of the bonded goods not being out of a lighter, and is likely to be detained· two
more ; the lighter only began to discharge this morning, and we are threatened with demurrage by the master for thedetention. I have known cases of. vessels waiting for a week or a
fortnight.
2034. Could you suggest any remedy by which that difficulty can be overcome;
supposing there were no tide waiters, and the goods were put over the side by the mate or
master ?-Then I do not see that it could be remedied ; we must wait in that case; l5ut we do
·wait at present, and have tide waiters also.
2035. Is it the practice here to make you pay duty on goods short shipped ?-Yes,
we had to pay £60 the other day; there was _a shipping bill in which the goods were entered,.
but they were not in the manifest of the vessel, and there was no doubt of their never having
been shipped. I think it was 200 cases of gin, and. the fine came to £60. The Collector
said he had no alternative but to receive the money, and he would return it .upon the master
producing a certificate from home that the goods never had been shipped ; and we have paid
it in the meantime, and there is no remedy for it.
2036. Have not ships' captains eomplained of that ?-They have always complained
of that.
2037. Have any of the captains' of ships coming to you been fined lately for' wrong
description of goods, or anything of that kind ?-I do not remember their ever having been
fined.
.
·
· 2038. Do you know whether it is customary ?-I have heard of such cases, but I
believe it occurs but seldom.
2039 .. Have you never had a wrong entry made in your papers of vessels coming to
you ?-We never have been fined.
· 2040. Has there never been a case in which wrong entries have been made, and they
have remitted the fine, not charged it, merely told you of it ?-I think there was some case
that occurred some time ago, but I cannot remember with certainty; I think there has been
such a case.
·
2041. At all events you never paid the fine ?-No, I am certain of that.
2042. Do you know whether it is customary to fin~ merchants here for wrong entries,
wrong description of goods, or any- irregularity in the manifest of the ship ?-I do- not think
they would generally fine, unless they thought it was done with a desire to make. an improper
account.
2043. Have you known an instance of any person being fined ?-Not for that; they
can do it, I believe.
· .
2044. It is in the option of the Collector ?-The landing surveyors arrange that; I
do not. think the Collector would be spoken to on such a matter.
.
2045. Are you in the habit of working over time in the Bay, and the lighters coming
up here? -For the ships, yes; but the lighters is a matter that does not affect the merchant,
but the lighter agent.
.
·
·
2046. Do you think it any advantage or disadvantage to the merchant ?-I consider
that lighters should not be allowed to work over time without consent' of the owners of the
·
·
· oods.
g·
2047. Is that the practice now ?-I think it is; it was some time ago; I believe it is
still. The lighter agent is compelled to produce a document to that effect from the merchant,
stating th~;tt he is willing to receive ~he goods over time; that was necessary some few months
since, but the lighterQlen have not been asking for it or requesting it lately. I think they
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